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Abstract

In this paper, we consider a class of difference-of-convex (DC) optimization problems,

where the global Lipschitz gradient continuity assumption on the smooth part of the objec-

tive function is not required. Such problems are prevalent in many contemporary applications

such as compressed sensing, statistical regression, and machine learning, and can be solved

by a general Bregman proximal DC algorithm (BPDCA). However, the existing BPDCA is

developed based on the stringent requirement that the involved subproblems must be solved

exactly, which is often impractical and limits the applicability of the BPDCA. To facilitate

the practical implementations and wider applications of the BPDCA, we develop an inexact

Bregman proximal difference-of-convex algorithm (iBPDCA) by incorporating two types of

relative-type stopping criteria for solving the subproblems. The proposed inexact framework

has considerable flexibility to encompass many existing exact and inexact methods, and can

accommodate different types of errors that may occur when solving the subproblem. This en-

ables the potential application of our inexact framework across different DC decompositions

to facilitate the design of a more efficient DCA scheme in practice. The global subsequential

convergence and the global sequential convergence of our iBPDCA are established under suit-

able conditions including the Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz property. Some numerical experiments

on the ℓ1−2 regularized least squares problem and the constrained ℓ1−2 sparse optimization

problem are conducted to show the superior performance of our iBPDCA in comparison to

existing algorithms. These results also empirically verify the necessity of developing different

types of stopping criteria to facilitate the efficient computation of the subproblem in each

iteration of our iBPDCA.

Keywords: difference-of-convex; Bregman distance; L-smooth adaptable property; inexact

stopping criterion; Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz property

1 Introduction

In this paper, we consider a class of difference-of-convex (DC) optimization problems as follows:

min
x∈Q

f(x) + P1(x) − P2(x), (1.1)
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where Q ⊆ E is a closed convex set with nonempty interior denoted by intQ, and E is a real

finite-dimensional Euclidean space equipped with an inner product ⟨·, ·⟩ and its induced norm

∥ · ∥. The function P1 : E → (−∞,∞] is a proper closed convex function, P2 : E → R is a

continuous convex function, and f : E → R is a continuously differentiable (possibly nonconvex)

function on intQ, but may not have a globally Lipschitz continuous gradient. More specific

assumptions on problem (1.1) can be found later in Assumption A. Problem (1.1) arises in a

variety of applications such as compressed sensing [23, 50], statistical regression [13, 44, 52],

and machine learning [53, 56], and has been extensively studied in the literature. We refer the

readers to [1, 16, 34, 18, 19] and references therein for more details on DC optimization problems

and DC programming.

Due to the significance and popularity of the problem (1.1), tremendous efforts have been

made to solve it efficiently, particularly when the problem involves a large number of variables.

A classical algorithm for solving problem (1.1) is the so-called DC algorithm (DCA) [34], which

iteratively replaces the concave part of the objective with a linear majorant approximation and

solves the resulting subproblem as follows: xk+1 ∈ min
x∈Q

{
P1(x) + f(x) − ⟨ξk, x− xk⟩

}
, where

ξk ∈ ∂P2(x
k) is a (classical) subgradient of P2 at xk ∈ Q (see the next section for the definition).

But solving this subproblem is generally computationally demanding. By further exploring the

structures of the objective, a so-called proximal DC algorithm (pDCA) (see, e.g, [14, 35]) can

be adopted to solve problem (1.1), which, in each iteration, not only replaces the concave part

of the objective with a linear majorant approximation, but also replaces the smooth convex

part with a quadratic majorant approximation. The basic iterative step of the pDCA reads as

follows:

xk+1 = min
x∈Q

{
P1(x) + ⟨∇f(xk) − ξk, x− xk⟩ +

γ

2
∥x− xk∥2

}
,

where ξk ∈ ∂P2(x
k) and γ > 0 is a proximal parameter depending on the Lipschitz constant

L of ∇f . When Q is the entire space E, the subproblem of the pDCA amounts to computing

the proximal mapping of P1, which is indeed an easy task for various choices of P1 arising from

contemporary application problems. Recently, inspired by Nesterov’s acceleration techniques

(see, e.g, [29, 30, 31]), Wen et al. [47] further incorporated an extrapolation step into the

pDCA to achieve possible acceleration. The resulting algorithm is called pDCAe, which exhibits

superior numerical performance.

The success of the pDCA and the pDCAe also motivates many subsequent works focusing on

them and their variants for solving problem (1.1) under appropriate settings; see, for example,

[22, 25, 26, 28, 33, 36, 42, 43]. Among them, Takahashi et al. [42] considered the Bregman

distance Dϕ (defined in the next section) associated with a kernel function ϕ as a proximity

measure, and generalized the pDCA to a Bregman proximal DC algorithm (BPDCA), whose

basic iterative step reads as follows:

xk+1 = min
x∈Q

{
P1(x) + ⟨∇f(xk) − ξk, x− xk⟩ + γDϕ(x, xk)

}
, (1.2)

where ξk ∈ ∂P2

(
xk

)
. The development of the BPDCA is indeed inspired by recent significant

advancements in the Bregman proximal gradient method (see, e.g, [5, 10, 24, 45]). In comparison

to the pDCA, such an extended Bregman framework presents two notable advantages. First, the

BPDCA can be developed based on the notion of L-smooth adaptable property [10, Definition

2.2], which is less restrictive than the global Lipschitz gradient continuity of ∇f that is required

by the pDCA(e) and its variants. Therefore, the BPDCA is applicable for a wider range of
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problems. Second, by selecting an appropriate kernel function ϕ, the BPDCA can better leverage

the inherent geometry and structure of the problem, potentially leading to a more tractable

subproblem (1.2); see examples in [42, 43].

Despite the aforementioned advantages, the BPDCA still encounters limitations in practical

implementations. Indeed, although the kernel function can possibly capture the inherent geom-

etry and structure of the problem, the associated subproblem in form of (1.2) generally has no

closed-form solution and its computation may still be numerically demanding; see examples in

[12, 39, 49] and our numerical section 5. Therefore, for the BPDCA to be implementable and

practical, it should allow approximate solutions to the subproblem with progressive accuracy and

the corresponding stopping criterion should be practically verifiable. However, to our knowledge,

research on the inexact version of the BPDCA remains unexplored. On the other hand, allow-

ing the approximate minimization of the subproblem in proximal DC-type algorithms using the

classical or weighted quadratic proximal term (corresponding to ϕ(·) := 1
2∥ · ∥

2 or ϕ(·) := 1
2∥ · ∥

2
H

with a symmetric positive definite matrix H) has been widely investigated under different (typ-

ically simpler) contexts in previous works; see, for example, [22, 28, 32, 40, 41, 44, 56, 57].

However, these inexact versions either require the exact computation of an element in ∂P1 (e.g.,

[22, 28, 40, 44, 56]), which could be difficult to satisfy when P1 is not a simple function (see

an example in the numerical section 5.2), or they lack the global sequential convergence result

(e.g., [32, 41, 57]). Moreover, all these inexact versions require the global Lipschitz continu-

ity of ∇f when they explicitly approximate the smooth part f by a quadratic majorant. The

aforementioned inadequacies could potentially restrict the applicability of these existing inexact

frameworks, even under the Euclidean setting.

In this paper, to facilitate the practical implementations of the BPDCA and complement

existing inexact proximal DC-type algorithms (see, e.g., [22, 28, 32, 40, 41, 44, 56, 57]), we

attempt to develop a general inexact Bregman proximal DC algorithm (iBPDCA) for solving

the general problem (1.1). As we shall see later in Section 3, our inexact framework is developed

based on two types of relative stopping criteria (SC1) and (SC2), which vary in their strategy to

control the error incurred in the inexact minimization of the subproblem. Although the difference

may look subtle at the first glance, it indeed influences the behavior of our iBPDCA in both

theoretical analysis and computational performance; see more discussions following Algorithm

1 as well as Remarks 5.1 and 5.2. Moreover, the resulting inexact Bregman DCA framework is

rather broad to cover many existing exact and inexact methods (studied in, e.g., [40, 41, 42, 44,

56]) in addition to introducing new inexact variants. It can also accommodate different types of

errors that may occur when solving the subproblem. The inherent versatility and flexibility of our

iBPDCA readily enable its potential application across different DC decompositions for a given

problem, thereby facilitating the design of a more efficient DCA scheme, as deliberated in Remark

5.1. Furthermore, in Section 4, we meticulously establish both global subsequential and global

sequential convergence results for our iBPDCA under suitable conditions including the renown

Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz property. Finally, we conduct some numerical experiments in Section 5 to

illustrate the performance of our iBPDCA for solving the ℓ1−2 regularized least squares problem

and the constrained ℓ1−2 sparse optimization problem. The computational results demonstrate

the superior performance of our inexact framework in comparison to existing algorithms, and

they also empirically verify the necessity of developing different types of stopping criteria for

solving the subproblem.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present notation and preliminaries in
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Section 2. We then describe our iBPDCA for solving problem (1.1) and establish preliminary

properties in Section 3, followed by a comprehensive study on convergence analysis in Section

4. Some numerical experiments are conducted in Section 5, with conclusions given in Section 6.

2 Notation and preliminaries

In this paper, we present scalars, vectors and matrices in lower case letters, bold lower case

letters and upper case letters, respectively. We also use R, Rn, and Rm×n to denote the set of

real numbers, n-dimensional real vectors, and m × n real matrices, respectively. For a vector

x ∈ Rn, xi denotes its i-th entry, ∥x∥ denotes its Euclidean norm, ∥x∥1 denotes its ℓ1 norm

defined by ∥x∥1 :=
∑n

i=1 |xi|, and ∥x∥H :=
√

⟨x, Hx⟩ denotes its weighted norm associated

with a symmetric positive definite matrix H. For a closed set X ⊆ E, its indicator function ιX
is defined by ιX (x) = 0 if x ∈ X and ιX (x) = +∞ otherwise. The distance from a point x to

X is defined by dist(x, X ) := infy∈X ∥y − x∥.

For an extended-real-valued function h : E → [−∞,∞], we say that it is proper if h(x) > −∞
for all x ∈ E and its domain domh := {x ∈ E : h(x) < ∞} is nonempty. A proper function h is

said to be closed if it is lower semicontinuous. We also use the notation y
h−→ x to denote y → x

and h(y) → h(x). The (limiting) subdifferential (see [38, Definition 8.3]) of h at x ∈ domh is

given by

∂h(x) :=

{
d ∈ E : ∃xk h−→ x, dk → d with lim inf

y→xk,y ̸=xk

h(y) − h(xk) − ⟨dk,y − xk⟩
∥y − xk∥

≥ 0 ∀k
}
.

When h is continuously differentiable or convex, the above subdifferential coincides with the

classical concept of derivative or convex subdifferential of h; see, for example, [38, Exercise 8.8]

and [38, Proposition 8.12]. Moreover, if h has several groups of variables, we use ∂xih (resp.,

∇xih) to denote the partial subdifferential (resp., gradient) of h with respect to the group of

variables xi. In addition, for a proper closed function h : E → (−∞,∞] and ν > 0, the proximal

mapping of νh at y ∈ E is defined by

proxνh(y) := Argmin
x∈E

{
h(x) +

1

2ν
∥x− y∥2

}
.

For a proper closed convex function h : E → (−∞,∞] and a given ε ≥ 0, the ε-subdifferential

of h at x ∈ domh is defined by ∂εh(x) := {d ∈ E : h(y) ≥ h(x) + ⟨d, y − x⟩ − ε, ∀y ∈ E},

and when ε = 0, ∂εh simply reduces to the classical convex subdifferential ∂h. The function

h is essentially smooth if (i) int domh is non-empty; (ii) h is differentiable on int domh; (iii)

∥∇h(xk)∥ → ∞ for every sequence {xk} in int domh converging to a boundary point of int domh;

see [37, page 251].

Given a proper closed strictly convex function ϕ : E → (−∞,∞], finite at x, y and differ-

entiable at y but not necessarily at x, the Bregman distance [11] between x and y associated

with the kernel function ϕ is defined as

Dϕ(x, y) := ϕ(x) − ϕ(y) − ⟨∇ϕ(y), x− y⟩.

It is easy to see that Dϕ(x, y) ≥ 0 and equality holds if and only if x = y due to the strict

convexity of ϕ. When E := Rn and ϕ(·) := ∥ · ∥2, Dϕ(·, ·) readily recovers the classical squared

Euclidean distance. Based on the Bregman distance, we then define a restricted L-smooth

adaptable property as follows.
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Definition 2.1 (Restricted L-smooth adaptable on X ). Let f, ϕ : E → (−∞,∞] be proper

closed convex functions with dom f ⊇ domϕ, and f, ϕ are differentiable on int domϕ. Given a

closed set X ⊆ E with X ∩ int domϕ ̸= ∅, we say that (f, ϕ) is L-smooth adaptable restricted on

X if there exists L ≥ 0 such that∣∣f(y) − f(x) − ⟨∇f(x), y − x⟩
∣∣ ≤ LDϕ(y, x), ∀x ∈ X ∩ int domϕ, y ∈ X ∩ domϕ.

Some remarks are in order concerning this definition. The above restricted L-smooth adapt-

able property is derived by modifying the original L-smooth adaptable property introduced in

[10, Section 2.2] by imposing a restricted set X , and it readily reduces to the original notion when

X = E. Implementing such a restriction would facilitate the expansion of the original notion to

encompass a broader range of choices of (f, ϕ) with a proper X . For example, when ∇f is Lf -

Lipschitz continuous on Rn and ϕ is µϕ-strongly convex on X ⊆ Rn, then it can be verified that

(f, ϕ) is
Lf

µϕ
-smooth adaptable restricted on X , but (f, ϕ) may not be L-smooth adaptable on

int domϕ according to the original definition in [10, Section 2.2] because ϕ may not be strongly

convex on its whole interior. For example, the entropy function ϕ(x) =
∑n

i=1 xi(log xi − 1) is
1
α -strongly convex on [0, α]n with any α > 0, but it is not strongly convex on int domϕ = Rn

++.

Therefore, adopting the notion of restricted L-smooth adaptable property in Definition 2.1 could

broaden the potential applications of the algorithm developed in this work.

In order to establish the rigorous convergence analysis for the Bregman-type algorithm, we

make the following blanket technical assumptions.

Assumption A. Problem (1.1) and the kernel function ϕ satisfy the following assumptions.

A1. ϕ : E → (−∞,∞] is essentially smooth and strictly convex on domϕ. Moreover, domϕ =

Q, where domϕ denotes the closure of domϕ.

A2. P1 : E → (−∞,∞] is a proper closed convex function with domP1 ∩ intQ ̸= ∅, and

P2 : E → R is a continuous convex function.

A3. f : E → (−∞,∞] is a proper closed function with dom f ⊇ domϕ and f is continuously

differentiable on int dom f . Moreover, there exists a closed set X ⊇ domP1 ∩ Q such that

(f, ϕ) is L-smooth adaptable restricted on X .

A4. F (x) := ιQ(x) +P1(x)−P2(x) + f(x) is level-bounded, i.e., the level set
{
x ∈ E : F (x) ≤

α
}
is bounded (possibly empty) for every α ∈ R, where ιQ is the indicator function on the

set Q.

A5. Each subproblem of the iBPDCA in Algorithm 1 is well-defined in the sense that the set

of optimal solutions of the subproblem is nonempty and located in int domϕ.

The above assumptions are commonly made for studying the convergence of the Bregman-

type algorithms. Assumption A5 ensures the well-posedness of iterates. It can be satisfied when,

for example, ϕ is strongly convex with domϕ = E. Other sufficient conditions can be found in

[10, Section 3].

We next recall the Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz (KL) property (see [2, 3, 4, 8, 9] for more details),

which is now a common technical condition for establishing the convergence of the whole se-

quence. A large number of functions such as proper closed semialgebraic functions satisfy the
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KL property [3, 4]. For notational simplicity, let Ξν (ν > 0) denote a class of concave func-

tions φ : [0, ν) → R+ satisfying: (i) φ(0) = 0; (ii) φ is continuously differentiable on (0, ν) and

continuous at 0; (iii) φ′(t) > 0 for all t ∈ (0, ν). Then, the KL property can be described as

follows.

Definition 2.2 (KL property and KL function). Let h : Rn → R∪{+∞} be a proper closed

function.

(i) For x̃ ∈ dom ∂h := {x ∈ Rn : ∂h(x) ̸= ∅}, if there exist a ν ∈ (0,+∞], a neighborhood V
of x̃ and a function φ ∈ Ξν such that for all x ∈ V ∩ {x ∈ Rn : h(x̃) < h(x) < h(x̃) + ν},
it holds that

φ′(h(x) − h(x̃)) dist(0, ∂h(x)) ≥ 1,

then h is said to have the Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz (KL) property at x̃.

(ii) If h satisfies the KL property at each point of dom ∂h, then h is called a KL function.

We also recall the uniformized KL property, which was established in [9, Lemma 6].

Proposition 2.1 (Uniformized KL property). Suppose that h : Rn → R∪{+∞} is a proper

closed function and Γ is a compact set. If h ≡ ζ on Γ for some constant ζ and satisfies the KL

property at each point of Γ, then there exist ε > 0, ν > 0 and φ ∈ Ξν such that

φ′(h(x) − ζ) dist(0, ∂h(x)) ≥ 1

for all x ∈ {x ∈ Rn : dist(x, Γ) < ε} ∩ {x ∈ Rn : ζ < h(x) < ζ + ν}.

3 An inexact Bregman proximal difference-of-convex algorithm

In this section, we shall develop an inexact Bregman proximal difference-of-convex algorithm

(iBPDCA) based on two types of relative stopping criteria for solving problem (1.1), and study

the preliminary convergence properties. The complete framework is presented in Algorithm 1.

Note from the iBPDCA in Algorithm 1 that, at each iteration, our inexact framework allows

one to approximately solve the subproblem (3.1) under condition (3.2) satisfying one of the

relative stopping criteria (SC1) and (SC2). Since the subproblem (3.1) admits a solution xk,∗ ∈
domP1 ∩ int domϕ (by Assumption A5), then condition (3.2) always holds at xk+1 = xk,∗ with

∥∆k∥ = δk = 0 and hence it is achievable. Moreover, when setting σ = 0 in (SC1) or (SC2), it

means that xk+1 is an exact solution of the subproblem, and thus, our iBPDCA readily reduces

to an exact BPDCA studied in [42].

One can also observe that, in our inexact framework, an approximate solution is charac-

terized by the error term ∆k appearing on the left-hand-side of the optimality condition and

∂δkP1 serving as an approximation of ∂P1. This makes our inexact framework rather flexible

to accommodate different scenarios when solving the subproblem inexactly. Moreover, the key

difference between (SC1) and (SC2) lies in the strategy to control the error incurred in the

inexact minimization of the subproblem. Specifically, the error ∥∆k∥2 + |⟨∆k, xk+1 − xk⟩| + δk
is regulated by the most recent successive difference σγkDϕ(xk+1, xk) in (SC1), whereas it is

governed by the preceding successive difference σγkDϕ(xk, xk−1) in (SC2). This difference may
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Algorithm 1 An inexact Bregman proximal difference-of-convex algorithm (iBPDCA) for solv-

ing problem (1.1)

Input: Follow Assumption A to choose a kernel function ϕ. Arbitrarily choose x0 ∈ domP1 ∩
int domϕ and a sequence {γk}∞k=0 satisfying L < γmin ≤ γk ≤ γmax < ∞ for all k ≥ 0.

For criterion (SC1), choose 0 ≤ σ < (γmin − L)/γmin. For criterion (SC2), choose 0 ≤ σ <

(γmin − L)/γmax and x−1 ∈ int domϕ.

while a termination criterion is not met, do

Step 1. Take any ξk ∈ ∂P2(x
k), and find a point xk+1 associated with an error pair (∆k, δk)

by approximately solving

min
x

P1(x) + ⟨∇f(xk) − ξk, x− xk⟩ + γkDϕ(x, xk), (3.1)

such that xk+1 ∈ domP1 ∩ int domϕ, δk ≥ 0, and

∆k ∈ ∂δkP1(x
k+1) + ∇f(xk) − ξk + γk

(
∇ϕ(xk+1) −∇ϕ(xk)

)
, (3.2)

satisfying one of the following relative stopping criteria:

(SC1) ∥∆k∥2 + |⟨∆k, xk+1 − xk⟩| + δk ≤ σγkDϕ(xk+1, xk),

(SC2) ∥∆k∥2 + |⟨∆k, xk+1 − xk⟩| + δk ≤ σγkDϕ(xk, xk−1).

Step 2. Set k = k + 1 and go to Step 1.

end while

Output: xk

look subtle, but it indeed results in distinct behaviors of our iBPDCA in subsequent theoreti-

cal analysis and computational performance. Specifically, in comparison to the iBPDCA with

(SC1), the iBPDCA with (SC2) would require a possibly narrower selection range for the toler-

ance parameter σ to guarantee the convergence, and the related analysis is more intricate. But,

from a computational perspective, the iBPDCA with (SC2) could be more advantageous in sav-

ing the verification cost, especially when the computation of the associated Bregman distance

is demanding for large-scale problems; see Remark 5.2 for more details. This computational

benefit indeed serves as the motivation for developing the stopping criterion (SC2) in this work.

The iBPDCA in Algorithm 1 also offers a comprehensive inexact algorithmic framework that

can encompass numerous existing exact and inexact methods (studied in, e.g., [40, 41, 42, 44, 56])

and potentially introduces new inexact variants. For example, when the concave part P2 ≡ 0

and the smooth part f is convex, our iBPDCA gives an inexact Bregman proximal gradient

method for solving a convex composite problem. This inexact version employs a more flexible

relative stopping criterion, (SC1) or (SC2), making it different from the existing inexact version

developed in [49]. Moreover, when the smooth part f is convex with a global Lipschitz continuous

gradient and the kernel function is chosen as ϕ(x) := 1
2∥x∥

2, our iBPDCA also gives an inexact

version for the classic proximal DC algorithm. In addition, when the smooth part f ≡ 0, the

kernel function is chosen as ϕ(x) = 1
2∥x∥

2 + 1
2∥Ax∥

2 with A ∈ Rm×n being a coefficient matrix

specified by the problem, and no error occurs in the computation of ∂P1 (namely, δk ≡ 0), our

iBPDCA with (SC1) subsumes the inexact proximal DC algorithms developed by Tang et al.
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[44] and Zhang et al. [56] for solving the nonconvex square-root-loss regression problem and the

MCP penalized graph Laplacian learning problem, respectively. In comparison to the inexact

versions in [44, 56], our iBPDCA addresses a more general problem (1.1) in a broader Bregman

framework. It also allows an appropriate approximation of ∂P1, which could be essential for

practical implementations when solving a problem with complex constraints; see an example in

the numerical section 5.2. This versatility thus enhances the applicability of our approach to a

wider range of problems.

We next establish some useful properties of our iBPDCA, which will pave the way to the

convergence analysis in the subsequent section.

Lemma 3.1 (Approximate sufficient descent property). Suppose that Assumption A

holds. Let {xk} be the sequence generated by the iBPDCA in Algorithm 1, then

F (xk+1)−F (xk) ≤ −(γk −L)Dϕ(xk+1, xk)− γkDϕ(xk, xk+1) +
∣∣⟨∆k, xk+1 −xk⟩

∣∣+ δk. (3.3)

Proof. First, from condition (3.2), there exists a dk+1 ∈ ∂δkP1(x
k+1) such that

∆k = dk+1 + ∇f(xk) − ξk + γk
(
∇ϕ(xk+1) −∇ϕ(xk)

)
.

It then follows from xk ∈ domP1 ∩ int domϕ for all k ≥ 0 and the definition of ∂δkP1 that

P1(x
k) ≥ P1(x

k+1) + ⟨dk+1, xk − xk+1⟩ − δk

= P1(x
k+1) + ⟨∆k −∇f(xk) + ξk − γk

(
∇ϕ(xk+1) −∇ϕ(xk)

)
, xk − xk+1⟩ − δk,

which implies that

P1(x
k+1) ≤ P1(x

k) − ⟨∇f(xk) − ξk, xk+1 − xk⟩
+ γk⟨∇ϕ(xk+1) −∇ϕ(xk), xk − xk+1⟩ +

∣∣⟨∆k, xk+1 − xk⟩
∣∣ + δk.

Moreover, note from the definition of Dϕ that

⟨∇ϕ(xk+1) −∇ϕ(xk), xk − xk+1 ⟩ = −Dϕ(xk, xk+1) −Dϕ(xk+1, xk).

Combining above two inequalities, we have that

P1(x
k+1) ≤ P1(x

k) − ⟨∇f(xk) − ξk, xk+1 − xk⟩
− γk

(
Dϕ(xk, xk+1) + Dϕ(xk+1, xk)

)
+
∣∣⟨∆k, xk+1 − xk⟩

∣∣ + δk.
(3.4)

On the other hand, from the convexity of P2 and ξk ∈ ∂P2(x
k), we obtain that

P2(x
k+1) ≥ P2(x

k) + ⟨ξk, xk+1 − xk⟩ ⇐⇒ − P2(x
k+1) ≤ −P2(x

k) − ⟨ξk, xk+1 − xk⟩. (3.5)

Moreover, since (f, ϕ) is L-smooth adaptable restricted on X ⊇ domP1 ∩ Q (by Assumption

A3) and xk, xk+1 ∈ domP1 ∩ int domϕ ⊆ domP1 ∩Q (by Assumption A1), we obtain that

f(xk+1) ≤ f(xk) + ⟨∇f(xk), xk+1 − xk⟩ + LDϕ(xk+1, xk). (3.6)

Thus, summing (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6), together with xk ∈ int domϕ ⊆ Q for all k ≥ 0, we can

obtain the desired result. This completes the proof. 2

Based on the above approximate sufficient descent property, we further have the following

results for the iBPDCA with (SC1) and (SC2), respectively.
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Proposition 3.1 (Properties of the iBPDCA with (SC1)). Suppose that Assumption A

holds, L < γmin ≤ γk ≤ γmax < ∞ and 0 ≤ σ < (γmin − L)/γmin for all k ≥ 0. Let {xk} be the

sequence generated by the iBPDCA with (SC1) in Algorithm 1. The following statements hold.

(i) The sequence {F (xk)}∞k=0 is non-increasing and ζ := lim
n→∞

F (xk) exists.

(ii) The sequence {xk} is bounded.

(iii) Dϕ(xk+1, xk) → 0 and Dϕ(xk, xk+1) → 0.

(iv) The sequence
{
∥∆k∥2 +

∣∣⟨∆k, xk+1 − xk⟩
∣∣ + δk

}
is summable. Hence, ∥∆k∥ → 0,

∣∣⟨∆k, xk+1−
xk⟩

∣∣ → 0, and δk → 0.

(v) It holds that

min
0≤i≤k−1

{
Dϕ(xi+1, xi)

}
≤ F (x0) − ζ

(1 − σ)γmin − L
· 1

k
,

min
0≤i≤k−1

{
Dϕ(xi, xi+1)

}
≤ F (x0) − ζ

γmin
· 1

k
.

Proof. Statement (i). It follows from (3.3) and (SC1) that, for any k ≥ 1,

F (xk+1) − F (xk) ≤ −
(
(1 − σ)γk − L

)
Dϕ(xk+1, xk) − γkDϕ(xk, xk+1) ≤ 0, (3.7)

where the last inequality follows from L < γmin ≤ γk ≤ γmax < ∞ and 0 ≤ σ < 1 − L/γmin ≤
1−L/γk for all k ≥ 0. Thus, {F (xk)}∞k=0 is non-increasing. Moreover, since F is level-bounded

(by Assumption A4), we have that F ∗ := inf
{
F (x) |x ∈ Q

}
> −∞ and hence the sequence{

F (xk)
}∞
k=0

is bounded from below. Then, we can conclude that ζ := lim
k→∞

F (xk) exists.

Statement (ii). It is easy to see from (3.7) that F (xk) ≤ F (x0) for all k ≥ 1. Since F is

level-bounded (by Assumption A4), the sequence {xk} is then bounded.

Statement (iii). From (3.7), 0 ≤ σ < 1 − L/γmin, and L < γmin ≤ γk ≤ γmax < ∞ for all

k ≥ 0, we see that(
(1 − σ)γmin − L

)
Dϕ(xk+1, xk) + γminDϕ(xk, xk+1)

≤
(
(1 − σ)γk − L

)
Dϕ(xk+1, xk) + γkDϕ(xk, xk+1) ≤ F (xk) − F (xk+1).

Summing the above inequality from k = 0 to k = K, we have(
(1 − σ)γmin − L

)∑K
k=0Dϕ(xk+1, xk) + γmin

∑K
k=0Dϕ(xk, xk+1) ≤ F (x0) − F (xK+1). (3.8)

Then, passing to the limit in the above relation induces that(
(1 − σ)γmin − L

)∑∞
k=0Dϕ(xk+1, xk) + γmin

∑∞
k=0Dϕ(xk, xk+1)

≤ F (x0) − lim
K→∞

F (xK+1) = F (x0) − ζ < ∞,
(3.9)

where the equality follows from statement (i). This together with 0 ≤ σ < 1 − L/γmin and

γmin > 0 implies that
∑∞

k=0Dϕ(xk+1, xk) < ∞ and
∑∞

k=0Dϕ(xk, xk+1) < ∞. Thus, we have

that Dϕ(xk+1, xk) → 0 and Dϕ(xk, xk+1) → 0.

Statement (iv). We see from (3.9), (SC1), and L < γmin ≤ γk ≤ γmax < ∞ that

∞∑
k=0

[
∥∆k∥2 +

∣∣⟨∆k, xk+1 − xk⟩
∣∣ + δk

]
≤ σγmax

∞∑
k=0

Dϕ(xk+1, xk) < ∞,
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which readily implies that ∥∆k∥ → 0,
∣∣⟨∆k, xk+1 − xk⟩

∣∣ → 0 and δk → 0.

Statement (v). From (3.8) and (3.9), we further have that

k
(
(1 − σ)γmin − L

)
min

0≤i≤k−1

{
Dϕ(xi+1, xi)

}
≤

(
(1 − σ)γmin − L

)∑k−1
i=0 Dϕ(xi+1, xi) ≤ F (x0) − ζ,

and

kγmin min
0≤i≤k−1

{
Dϕ(xi, xi+1)

}
≤ γmin

∑k−1
i=0 Dϕ(xi, xi+1) ≤ F (x0) − ζ.

Dividing the above relations by k
(
(1−σ)γmin−L

)
and kγmin respectively, we obtain the desired

results and complete the proof. 2

Proposition 3.2 (Properties of the iBPDCA with (SC2)). Suppose that Assumption A

holds, L < γmin ≤ γk ≤ γmax < ∞ and 0 ≤ σ < (γmin − L)/γmax for all k ≥ 0. Let {xk} be the

sequence generated by the iBPDCA with (SC2) in Algorithm 1. The following statements hold.

(i) The sequence
{
F (xk) + σγmaxDϕ(xk, xk−1)

}∞
k=0

is non-increasing, and ζ̃ := lim
n→∞

F (xk) +

σγmaxDϕ(xk, xk−1) exists.

(ii) The sequence {xk} is bounded.

(iii) Dϕ(xk+1, xk) → 0 and Dϕ(xk, xk+1) → 0.

(iv) The sequence
{
∥∆k∥2 +

∣∣⟨∆k, xk+1 − xk⟩
∣∣ + δk

}
is summable. Hence, ∥∆k∥ → 0,

∣∣⟨∆k, xk+1−
xk⟩

∣∣ → 0, and δk → 0.

(v) It holds that

min
0≤i≤k−1

{
Dϕ(xi+1, xi)

}
≤

F (x0) + σγmaxDϕ(x0, x−1) − ζ̃

γmin − L− σγmax
· 1

k
,

min
0≤i≤k−1

{
Dϕ(xi, xi+1)

}
≤

F (x0) + σγmaxDϕ(x0, x−1) − ζ̃

γmin
· 1

k
.

Proof. Statement (i). It follows from (3.3) and (SC2) that, for any k ≥ 1,

F (xk+1) − F (xk) ≤ −
(
γk − L

)
Dϕ(xk+1, xk) − γkDϕ(xk, xk+1) + σγkDϕ(xk, xk−1), (3.10)

which implies that

F (xk+1) + σγmaxDϕ(xk+1, xk)

≤ F (xk) + σγkDϕ(xk, xk−1) − (γk − L− σγmax)Dϕ(xk+1, xk) − γkDϕ(xk, xk+1)

≤ F (xk) + σγmaxDϕ(xk, xk−1),

(3.11)

where the last inequality follows from L < γmin ≤ γk ≤ γmax < ∞ and 0 ≤ σ < (γmin −
L)/γmax ≤ (γk − L)/γmax for all k ≥ 0. Thus, the sequence

{
F (xk) + σγmaxDϕ(xk, xk−1)

}∞
k=0

is non-increasing. Moreover, since F is level-bounded (by Assumption A4), we have that F ∗ :=

inf
{
F (x) |x ∈ Q

}
> −∞ and hence the sequence

{
F (xk)

}∞
k=0

is bounded from below. This

together with the nonnegativity of Dϕ(xk, xk−1) implies that
{
F (xk)+σγmaxDϕ(xk, xk−1)

}∞
k=0
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is also bounded from below. Then, we can conclude that ζ̃ := lim
k→∞

F (xk) + σγmaxDϕ(xk, xk−1)

exists.

Statement (ii). We obtain from (3.11) that, for any k ≥ 0,

F (xk) ≤ F (xk) + σγmaxDϕ(xk, xk−1) ≤ F (x0) + σγmaxDϕ(x0, x−1).

Since F is level-bounded (by Assumption A4), the sequence {xk} is then bounded.

Statement (iii). Then, from (3.11), L < γmin ≤ γk ≤ γmax < ∞ and 0 ≤ σ < (γmin −
L)/γmax ≤ (γk − L)/γmax for all k ≥ 0, we see that(

γmin − L− σγmax

)
Dϕ(xk+1, xk) + γminDϕ(xk, xk+1)

≤
(
γk − L− σγmax

)
Dϕ(xk+1, xk) + γkDϕ(xk, xk+1)

≤
(
F (xk) + σγmaxDϕ(xk, xk−1)

)
−
(
F (xk+1) + σγmaxDϕ(xk+1, xk)

)
.

Summing the above inequality from k = 0 to k = K, we have(
γmin − L− σγmax

)∑K
k=0Dϕ(xk+1, xk) + γmin

∑K
k=0Dϕ(xk, xk+1)

≤
(
F (x0) + σγmaxDϕ(x0, x−1)

)
−
(
F (xK+1) + σγmaxDϕ(xK+1, xK)

)
.

(3.12)

Then, passing to the limit in the above relation induces that(
γmin − L− σγmax

)∑∞
k=0Dϕ(xk+1, xk) + γmin

∑∞
k=0Dϕ(xk, xk+1)

≤ F (x0) + σγmaxDϕ(x0, x−1) − lim
K→∞

{
F (xK+1) + σγmaxDϕ(xK+1, xK)

}
= F (x0) + σγmaxDϕ(x0, x−1) − ζ̃ < ∞,

(3.13)

where the equality follows from statement (i). This together with 0 ≤ σ < (γmin −L)/γmax and

γmin > 0 implies that
∑∞

k=0Dϕ(xk+1, xk) < ∞ and
∑∞

k=0Dϕ(xk, xk+1) < ∞. Thus, we have

that Dϕ(xk+1, xk) → 0 and Dϕ(xk, xk+1) → 0.

Statement (iv). From (3.13), (SC2), and L < γmin ≤ γk ≤ γmax < ∞ for all k ≥ 0, we have

that
∞∑
k=0

[
∥∆k∥2 +

∣∣⟨∆k, xk+1 − xk⟩
∣∣ + δk

]
≤ σγmax

∞∑
k=0

Dϕ(xk, xk−1) < ∞,

which readily implies that ∥∆k∥ → 0,
∣∣⟨∆k, xk+1 − xk⟩

∣∣ → 0 and δk → 0.

Statement (v). From (3.12) and (3.13), we further have that

k(γmin − L− σγmax) min
0≤i≤k−1

{
Dϕ(xi+1, xi)

}
≤ (γmin − L− σγmax)

∑k−1
i=0 Dϕ(xi+1, xi) ≤ F (x0) + σγmaxDϕ(x0, x−1) − ζ̃,

and

kγmin min
0≤i≤k−1

{
Dϕ(xi, xi+1)

}
≤ γmin

∑k−1
i=0 Dϕ(xi, xi+1) ≤ F (x0) + σγmaxDϕ(x0, x−1) − ζ̃.

Dividing the above relations by k(γmin−L−σγmax) and kγmin respectively, we obtain the desired

results and complete the proof. 2
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4 Convergence analysis

In this section, we attempt to establish the convergence of our iBPDCA in Algorithm 1. To this

end, we need to make additional assumptions as follows.

Assumption B. f is continuously differentiable on an open set Nf that contains domP1 ∩Q.

Assumption B says that f is continuously differentiable at any point in domP1 ∩ Q. Under

Assumptions A and B, it is routine to show that any local minimizer x̂ of problem (1.1) satisfies

the following relations:

0 ∈ ∂F (x̂) = ∂ (ιQ + P1 − P2) (x̂) + ∇f(x̂) ⊆ ∂ (ιQ + P1) (x̂) − ∂P2(x̂) + ∇f(x̂),

where the first inclusion follows from the generalized Fermat’s rule [38, Theorem 10.1], the

equality follows from [38, Exercise 8.8(c)], and the last inclusion follows from [27, Corollary 3.4].

Thus, in this paper, we say that x∗ is a stationary point of problem (1.1) if x∗ satisfies

0 ∈ ∂ (ιQ + P1) (x∗) − ∂P2(x
∗) + ∇f(x∗).

We denote the set of all stationary points of problem (1.1) by S.

Assumption C. Assume that there exists an open set Nϕ such that domP1 ∩ Q ⊆ Nϕ ⊆
int domϕ and the kernel function ϕ has the following properties on Nϕ.

C1. ϕ is µ-strongly convex on Nϕ.

C2. ϕ is differentiable on Nϕ and ∇ϕ is Lipschtiz continuous on any bounded subset of Nϕ.

This type of assumption is commonly adopted to establish the convergence of the Bregman-

type method in the nonconvex setting (see, for example, [10, Assumption D] and [42, Assumption

4]). It can be satisfied by, for example, ϕ(x) = 1
2∥x∥

2 and ϕ(x) = 1
2∥x∥

2 + 1
2∥Ax∥2, both of

which will be used in our numerical section. With these additional assumptions, we are now

able to establish the global subsequential convergence of our iBPDCA as follows.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that Assumptions A, B, C hold and L < γmin ≤ γk ≤ γmax < ∞ for

all k ≥ 0. Moreover, suppose that 0 ≤ σ < (γmin − L)/γmin for (SC1), and that 0 ≤ σ <

(γmin − L)/γmax for (SC2). Let {xk} be the sequence generated by the iBPDCA in Algorithm 1

with (SC1) or (SC2). Then, any cluster point x∗ of {xk} is a stationary point of problem (1.1).

Proof. First, it follows from Proposition 3.1(ii) and Proposition 3.2(ii) that the sequence {xk}
is bounded and thus has at least one cluster point. Suppose that x∗ is a cluster point of {xk}
and {xki} is a convergent subsequence such that lim

i→∞
xki = x∗. Since xki ∈ domP1 ∩ int domϕ

for all ki ≥ 0, P1 is a proper closed convex function and domϕ = Q (by Assumption A1), then

x∗ ∈ domP1 ∩ Q. Moreover, it is clear that xki ∈ Nϕ for all ki ≥ 0, where the open set Nϕ is

given in Assumption C. It then follows from the strong convexity of ϕ on Nϕ (by Assumption

C1) that, for all ki ≥ 0,

Dϕ(xki+1, xki) ≥ µ

2
∥xki+1 − xki∥2.

Recall from Proposition 3.1(iii) and Proposition 3.2(iii) that Dϕ(xk+1, xk) → 0. This yields

xki+1 − xki → 0. (4.1)
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Moreover, since L < γmin ≤ γk ≤ γmax < ∞ for all k ≥ 0 and {xki} is bounded and contained

in Nϕ, it then follows from Assumption C2 that

γki∥∇ϕ(xki+1) −∇ϕ(xki)∥ ≤ γmax β∥xki+1 − xki∥, ∀ ki ≥ 0,

where β is a Lipschitz constant of ∇ϕ on a certain bounded subset that contains {xki}. This

relation and (4.1) imply that

γki
(
∇ϕ(xki+1) −∇ϕ(xki)

)
→ 0. (4.2)

In addition, domϕ = Q in Assumption A1 implies int domϕ = intQ due to the convexity of

domϕ and [6, Proposition 3.36(iii)]. We then have that xk ∈ int domϕ = intQ and hence

∂ιQ(xk) = {0} for all k ≥ 0. Using this fact and condition (3.2), we further obtain that

−γki(∇ϕ(xki+1) −∇ϕ(xki)) + ∆ki ∈ ∂δkiP1(x
ki+1) − ξki + ∇f(xki)

= ∂ιQ(xki+1) + ∂δkiP1(x
ki+1) − ξki + ∇f(xki)

⊆ ∂δki (ιQ + P1) (xki+1) − ξki + ∇f(xki),

(4.3)

where the last inclusion can be verified by the definition of the ε-subdifferential of ιQ + P1 at

xki+1. Note that the sequence {ξki} is bounded due to the continuity and convexity of P2 and the

boundedness of {xki}. Thus, by passing to a further subsequence if necessary, we may assume

without loss of generality that ξ∗ := lim
i→∞

ξki exists and ξ∗ ∈ ∂P2(x
∗) due to the closedness

of ∂P2. In addition, we have δk → 0 and ∥∆k∥ → 0 from Proposition 3.1(iv) for (SC1) and

Proposition 3.2(iv) for (SC2). Then, passing to the limit in (4.3), and invoking (4.1), (4.2),

∥∆k∥ → 0, Assumption B with {xki} and x∗ contained in Nf , and the outer semicontinuity of

∂δk (ιQ + P1) (see, for example, [15, Proposition 4.1.1]) with δk → 0, we obtain that

0 ∈ ∂ (ιQ + P1) (x∗) − ∂P2(x
∗) + ∇f(x∗),

which implies that x∗ is a stationary point of problem (1.1) and completes the proof. 2

4.1 Global convergence of the whole sequence

We next develop the global convergence of the whole sequence generated by the iBPDCA in

Algorithm 1. To this end, we first characterize the sequence of objective values along {xk} in

the following proposition.

Proposition 4.1. Suppose that Assumptions A, B, C hold and L < γmin ≤ γk ≤ γmax < ∞
for all k ≥ 0. Moreover, suppose that 0 ≤ σ < (γmin − L)/γmin for (SC1), and that 0 ≤ σ <

(γmin −L)/γmax for (SC2). Let {xk} be the sequence generated by the iBPDCA in Algorithm 1.

Then, the following statements hold.

(i) ζ := lim
k→∞

F (xk) exists.

(ii) F ≡ ζ on Ω, where Ω is the set of all cluster points of {xk}.

Proof. Statement (i). For (SC1), it has been proved in Proposition 3.1(i). For (SC2), it can be

easily derived from Proposition 3.2(i) and Proposition 3.2(iii) that

ζ̃ = lim
k→∞

(
F (xk) + σγmaxDϕ(xk, xk−1)

)
= lim

k→∞
F (xk) + σγmax lim

k→∞
Dϕ(xk, xk−1) = lim

k→∞
F (xk) = ζ.
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Statement (ii). We first note from the boundedness of {xk} that ∅ ≠ Ω ⊆ S, where S is the

set of all stationary points of problem (1.1). Take any x∞ ∈ Ω and let {xki} be a convergent

subsequence such that lim
i→∞

xki = x∞. Since xki ∈ domP1 ∩ int domϕ for all ki ≥ 0, P1 is a

proper closed convex function and domϕ = Q (by Assumption A1), then x∞ ∈ domP1∩Q, and

∇f(x∞) and ∇ϕ(x∞) are well-defined from Assumptions B and C2, respectively. Moreover, it

is easy to see that xki , x∞ ∈ X ∩ Nϕ ⊆ int domϕ, where the open sets X and Nϕ are given in

Assumptions A and C.

From condition (3.2), for all ki ≥ 1, there exists a dki ∈ ∂δki−1
P1(x

ki) such that

∆ki−1 = dki + ∇f(xki−1) − ξki−1 + γki−1

(
∇ϕ(xki) −∇ϕ(xki−1)

)
.

Using this equality and the definition of ∂δki−1
P1, we see that, for all ki ≥ 1,

P1(x
∞) ≥ P1(x

ki) + ⟨dki , x∞ − xki⟩ − δki−1

= P1(x
ki) + ⟨−∇f(xki−1) + ξki−1 − γki−1

(
∇ϕ(xki) −∇ϕ(xki−1)

)
+ ∆ki−1, x∞ − xki⟩ − δki−1,

which implies that

P1(x
ki) ≤ P1(x

∞) + ⟨ξki−1, xki − xki−1⟩ + ⟨ξki−1, xki−1 − x∞⟩
− ⟨∇f(xki−1) + γki−1

(
∇ϕ(xki) −∇ϕ(xki−1)

)
− ∆ki−1, xki − x∞⟩ + δki−1.

(4.4)

On the other hand, it follows from the convexity of P2 and ξk ∈ ∂P2(x
k) that, for all ki ≥ 1,

−P2(x
ki) ≤ −P2(x

ki−1) − ⟨ξki−1, xki − xki−1⟩. (4.5)

Moreover, since (f, ϕ) is L-smooth adaptable restricted on X ⊇ domP1 ∩ Q (by Assumption

A3) and xki , x∞ ∈ X ∩Nϕ ⊆ int domϕ, it holds that

f(xki) ≤ f(x∞) + ⟨∇f(x∞), xki − x∞⟩ + LDϕ(xki , x∞). (4.6)

Then, summing (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6), together with xki , x∞ ∈ Q, we obtain that, for all ki ≥ 1,

F (xki) := ιQ(xki) + P1(x
ki) − P2(x

ki) + f(xki)

≤ F (x∞) + P2(x
∞) − P2(x

ki−1) + ⟨ξki−1, xki−1 − x∞⟩
− ⟨∇f(xki−1) + γki−1

(
∇ϕ(xki) −∇ϕ(xki−1)

)
− ∆ki−1, xki − x∞⟩ + δki−1.

Since xki − xki−1 → 0 from (4.1), then lim
i→∞

xki−1 = x∞. This together with Assumptions B

and C2, L < γmin ≤ γk ≤ γmax < ∞, the boundedness of {xki}, and ∥∆k∥ → 0 (by Propositions

3.1(iv) and 3.2(iv)) implies that

⟨∇f(xki−1) + γki−1

(
∇ϕ(xki) −∇ϕ(xki−1)

)
− ∆ki−1, xki − x∞⟩ → 0.

In addition, note that the sequence {ξki−1} is bounded and P2(x
∞)−P2(x

ki−1) → 0 due to the

continuity and convexity of P2. Using these facts and invoking δk → 0, we have that

ζ = lim
i→∞

F (xki) ≤ lim sup
i→∞

F (xki) ≤ F (x∞).
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Finally, since F is lower semicontinuous, we also have that

F (x∞) ≤ lim inf
i→∞

F (xki) ≤ lim
i→∞

F (xki) = ζ.

Consequently, F (x∞) = lim
i→∞

F (xki) = ζ. Since x∞ ∈ Ω is arbitrary, we conclude that F is

constant on Ω. This completes the proof. 2

To establish the global sequential convergence, we further make the following additional

assumptions.

Assumption D. Assume that f and P2 satisfy the following properties.

D1. ∇f is Lipschtiz continuous on any bounded subset of the open set Nf given in Assumption

B.

D2. P2 is continuously differentiable on an open set NS that contains S, where S is the set of

all stationary points of problem (1.1). Moreover, ∇P2 is locally Lipschitz continuous on

NS .

Assumption E. Assume that there exists a K0 > 0 such that δk ≡ 0 for all k ≥ K0.

Assumptions D1 and D2 are common technical assumptions employed in the global conver-

gence analysis of existing Bregman-type algorithms or proximal DC-type algorithms; see, for

example, [10, 42, 47]. Assumption E enforces that no error is allowed in the computation of

∂P1 after finitely many iterations. This requirement is indeed achievable in many application

problems; see examples in [44, 56] and the ℓ1−2 regularized least squares problem in our numer-

ical section 5.1. But, it may also limit the theoretical understanding of our iBPDCA when it

tackles a problem with complex constraints, for example, the constrained ℓ1−2 sparse optimiza-

tion problem in our numerical section 5.2. It would be interesting to explore the possibility of

eliminating such a requirement when establishing the global sequential convergence. We will

leave it as a future research topic.

With the above preparations, we are now ready to establish the global convergence of the

whole sequence generated by our iBPDCA with (SC1). Our analysis follows a similar line of

arguments as in [42, 47] for exact proximal DC-type methods, but is more involved due to the

presence of errors in our algorithm.

Theorem 4.2 (Global sequential convergence of the iBPDCA with (SC1)). Suppose

that Assumptions A, B, C, D, E hold, L < γmin ≤ γk ≤ γmax < ∞, 0 ≤ σ < (γmin − L)/γmin

for all k ≥ 0, and
∑∞

k=0 ∥∆k∥ < ∞. Let {xk} be the sequence generated by the iBPDCA with

(SC1) in Algorithm 1. If F is a KL function, then the sequence {xk} converges to a stationary

point of problem (1.1).

Proof. In view of Theorem 4.1, we have that lim
k→∞

dist(xk, Ω) = 0 with Ω ⊆ S, where Ω is the

set of all cluster points of {xk} and S is the set of all stationary points of problem (1.1). Thus,

we only need to show that the sequence is convergent.

To this end, we first note from Ω ⊆ domP1 ∩ Q, Ω ⊆ S, and Assumptions B, C, D that, for

any ε̃ > 0, there exists K1 > 0 such that dist(xk, Ω) < ε̃ and xk ∈ Nϕ∩Nf ∩NS for all k ≥ K1.

Moreover, since Ω is compact (due to the boundedness of {xk}), by shrinking ε̃ if necessary, we
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may assume without loss of generality that ∇f , ∇P2 and ∇ϕ are globally Lipschitz continuous

on the bounded set Nε̃ :=
{
x ∈ domP1 ∩Q ∩Nϕ ∩Nf ∩NS : dist(x, Ω) < ε̃

}
.

We next consider the subdifferential of F at xk for any k ≥ max{K0,K1} + 1, where K0 is

given in Assumption E. Note that, for all k ≥ K1, x
k ∈ NS and P2 is continuously differentiable

on NS (by Assumption D2). Then, for all k ≥ max{K0,K1} + 1,

∂F (xk) = ∂ (ιQ + P1) (xk) −∇P2(x
k) + ∇f(xk).

Now, recall from condition (3.2) and Assumption E that, for any k ≥ max{K0,K1} + 1,

∆k−1 ∈ ∂P1(x
k) −∇P2(x

k−1) + ∇f(xk−1) + γk−1(∇ϕ(xk) −∇ϕ(xk−1))

= ∂ιQ(xk) + ∂P1(x
k) −∇P2(x

k−1) + ∇f(xk−1) + γk−1(∇ϕ(xk) −∇ϕ(xk−1))

⊆ ∂ (ιQ + P1) (xk) −∇P2(x
k−1) + ∇f(xk−1) + γk−1(∇ϕ(xk) −∇ϕ(xk−1)),

where the equality follows from xk ∈ int domϕ = intQ and hence ∂ιQ(xk) = {0} for all k ≥ 0,

and the last inclusion can be easily verified by the definition of the subdifferential of a proper

closed convex function (see, for example, [37, Theorem 23.8]). Using the above two relations,

one can obtain that, for any k ≥ max{K0,K1} + 1,

∆k−1 − (∇P2(x
k) −∇P2(x

k−1)) − γk−1(∇ϕ(xk) −∇ϕ(xk−1)) + (∇f(xk) −∇f(xk−1))

∈ ∂ (ιQ + P1) (xk) −∇P2(x
k) + ∇f(xk) = ∂F (xk).

(4.7)

This, together with L < γmin ≤ γk ≤ γmax < ∞ for all k ≥ 0, the global Lipschitz continuity of

∇f , ∇P2 and ∇ϕ on Nε̃ implies that there exists a constant a > 0 such that

dist(0, ∂F (xk)) ≤ a∥xk − xk−1∥ + ∥∆k−1∥, ∀ k ≥ max{K0,K1} + 1. (4.8)

Moreover, we see from (3.7) that, for all k ≥ max{K0,K1} + 1,

F (xk+1) ≤ F (xk) −
(
(1 − σ)γk − L

)
Dϕ(xk+1, xk) − γkDϕ(xk, xk+1)

≤ F (xk) −
(
(1 − σ)γmin − L

)
Dϕ(xk+1, xk) − γminDϕ(xk, xk+1)

≤ F (xk) −
(
(2 − σ)γmin − L

)
µ

2
∥xk+1 − xk∥2,

where the last inequality follows from the strong convexity of ϕ on Nϕ (by Assumption C1). For

notational simplicity, let b := ((2−σ)γmin−L)µ
2 . Then, we have that

F (xk) − F (xk+1) ≥ b∥xk+1 − xk∥2, ∀ k ≥ max{K0,K1} + 1. (4.9)

We are now ready to show that the sequence is convergent. Note from Proposition 4.1(i)

that ζ := lim
k→∞

F (xk) exists. In the following, we will consider two cases.

Case 1. Suppose first that F (xkζ ) = ζ for some kζ ≥ max{K0,K1} + 1. Since {F (xk)}∞k=1

is non-increasing (see Proposition 3.1(i)), we must have F (xk) ≡ ζ for all k ≥ kζ . This together

with (4.9) implies that xkζ+t = xkζ for all t ≥ 0, namely, {xk}∞k=0 converges finitely.

Case 2. We consider the case where F (xk) > ζ for all k ≥ max{K0,K1} + 1. Since F is a

KL function and F ≡ ζ on Ω (by Proposition 4.1(ii)), we then have from the uniformized KL

property (Proposition 2.1) that, there exist ε > 0, η > 0, and φ ∈ Ξη such that

φ′ (F (x) − ζ) dist (0, ∂F (x)) ≥ 1,
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for all x satisfying dist(x, Ω) < ε and ζ < F (x) < ζ + η. Moreover, since lim
k→∞

dist(xk,Ω) = 0

and {F (xk)}∞k=1 is non-increasing and converges to ζ (by Proposition 3.1(i)), then for such ε

and η, there exists K2 ≥ 1 such that dist(xk, Ω) < ε and ζ < F (xk) < ζ + η for all k ≥ K2.

Thus, we have

φ′(F (xk) − ζ
)
dist

(
0, ∂F (xk)

)
≥ 1, ∀ k ≥ K2. (4.10)

Now, let K3 := max{K0,K1,K2} + 1. Then, it holds that, for any k ≥ K3,[
φ
(
F (xk) − ζ

)
− φ

(
F (xk+1) − ζ

)]
dist

(
0, ∂F (xk)

)
≥ φ′(F (xk) − ζ

)
dist

(
0, ∂F (xk)

)
·
(
F (xk) − F (xk+1)

)
≥ F (xk) − F (xk+1)

≥ b∥xk+1 − xk∥2,

where the first inequality follows from the concavity of φ, the second inequality holds from

(4.10) and the non-increasing property of {F (xk)}∞k=1, and the last inequality holds from (4.9).

Combining the above inequality and (4.8), we further obtain that,

∥xk+1 − xk∥2 ≤ a

b

[
φ
(
F (xk) − ζ

)
− φ

(
F (xk+1) − ζ

)](
∥xk − xk−1∥ +

1

a
∥∆k−1∥

)
. (4.11)

Taking the square root of (4.11) and using the inequality
√
uv ≤ u+v

2 for u, v ≥ 0, we see that

∥xk+1 − xk∥ ≤
√

a

b

[
φ
(
F (xk) − ζ

)
− φ

(
F (xk+1) − ζ

)]
·
√

∥xk − xk−1∥ +
1

a
∥∆k−1∥

≤ a

2b

[
φ
(
F (xk) − ζ

)
− φ

(
F (xk+1) − ζ

)]
+

1

2
∥xk − xk−1∥ +

1

2a
∥∆k−1∥,

which yields

∥xk+1 − xk∥ ≤ a

b

[
φ
(
F (xk) − ζ

)
− φ

(
F (xk+1) − ζ

)]
+ ∥xk − xk−1∥ − ∥xk+1 − xk∥

+
1

a
∥∆k−1∥.

Summing the above relation from k = K3 to ∞, together with
∑∞

k=0 ∥∆k∥ < ∞, we deduce that

∞∑
k=K3

∥xk+1 − xk∥ ≤ a

b
φ
(
F (xK3) − ζ

)
+ ∥xK3 − xK3−1∥ +

1

a

∞∑
k=K3

∥∆k−1∥ < ∞,

which implies that
∑∞

k=0 ∥xk+1 − xk∥ < ∞. Therefore, the sequence {xk} is convergent. This

completes the proof. 2

We next show that the sequence {xk} generated by the iBPDCA with (SC2) is also con-

vergent to a stationary point of problem (1.1) under additional appropriate assumptions. The

analysis follows a similar line of arguments as presented in Theorem 4.2 for the iBPDCA with

(SC1), but will utilize the following auxiliary function with τ > 0:

Hτ (u, v) = F (u) +
τ

2
∥u− v∥2, ∀u, v ∈ E.

Hence, the analysis could be more intricate.
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Theorem 4.3 (Global sequential convergence of the iBPDCA with (SC2)). Suppose

that Assumptions A, B, C, D, E hold, L < γmin ≤ γk ≤ γmax < ∞, 0 ≤ σ < (γmin − L)/γmin

for all k ≥ 0, and
∑∞

k=0 ∥∆k∥ < ∞. Let {xk} be the sequence generated by the iBPDCA with

(SC2) in Algorithm 1. If Hτ is a KL function for any τ > 0, then the sequence {xk} converges

to a stationary point of problem (1.1) for sufficiently small σ.

Proof. In view of Theorem 4.1, we have that lim
k→∞

dist(xk, Ω) = 0 with Ω ⊆ S, where Ω is the

set of all cluster points of {xk} and S is the set of all stationary points of problem (1.1). Thus,

we only need to show that the sequence is convergent.

To this end, we first note from Ω ⊆ domP1 ∩ Q, Ω ⊆ S, and Assumptions B, C, D that, for

any ε̃ > 0, there exists K1 > 0 such that dist(xk, Ω) < ε̃ and xk ∈ Nϕ∩Nf ∩NS for all k ≥ K1.

Moreover, since Ω is compact (due to the boundedness of {xk}), by shrinking ε̃ if necessary, we

may assume without loss of generality that ∇f , ∇P2 and ∇ϕ are Lipschitz continuous on the

bounded set Nε̃ :=
{
x ∈ domP1 ∩Q∩Nϕ ∩Nf ∩NS : dist(x, Ω) < ε̃

}
. Let ℓϕ be the Lipschitz

constant of ∇ϕ on Nε̃.

Next, we see from (3.10) that, for all k ≥ K1,

F (xk+1) − F (xk)

≤ −
(
γk − L

)
Dϕ(xk+1, xk) − γkDϕ(xk, xk+1) + σγkDϕ(xk, xk−1)

≤ −
(
γmin − L

)
Dϕ(xk+1, xk) − γminDϕ(xk, xk+1) + σγmaxDϕ(xk, xk−1)

≤ −
(
2γmin − L

)
µ

2
∥xk+1 − xk∥2 +

σγmaxℓϕ
2

∥xk − xk−1∥2

≤
σγmaxℓϕ

2
∥xk − xk−1∥2 −

σγmaxℓϕ
2

∥xk+1 − xk∥2 −
(
2γmin − L

)
µ− σγmaxℓϕ

2
∥xk+1 − xk∥2,

where the second last inequality follows from the strong convexity of ϕ on Nϕ (by Assumption

C1) and the Lipschitz continuity of ∇ϕ on Nε̃. Since γmin > L, we must have
(
2γmin − L

)
µ −

σγmaxℓϕ > 0 for sufficiently small σ. Let τ := σγmaxℓϕ and b :=
(2γmin−L)µ−σγmaxℓϕ

2 for notational

simplicity. Then, for sufficiently small σ, we have that

Hτ (xk,xk−1) −Hτ (xk+1,xk) ≥ b∥xk+1 − xk∥2, ∀ k ≥ K1. (4.12)

This implies that, for sufficiently small σ, the squence
{
Hτ (xk,xk−1)

}
is non-increasing after a

finite number of iterations. Moreover, since F is level-bounded (by Assumption A4), we have

that F ∗ := inf
{
F (x) |x ∈ Q

}
> −∞ and hence

{
F (xk)

}∞
k=0

is bounded from below. This

together with the nonnegativity of τ
2∥x

k −xk−1∥2 implies that
{
Hτ (xk,xk−1)

}
is also bounded

from below. Then, we can conclude that lim
k→∞

Hτ (xk,xk−1) = ζ exists. In the following, we

consider two cases.

Case 1. Suppose first that Hτ (xkζ , xkζ−1) = ζ for some kζ ≥ K1 + 1. Since {Hτ (xk,xk−1)}
is non-increasing for all k ≥ K1, we must have Hτ (xk,xk−1) = ζ for all k ≥ kζ . This together

with (4.12) implies that xkζ+t = xkζ for all t ≥ 0, namely, {xk}∞k=0 converges finitely.

Case 2. We consider the case where Hτ (xk,xk−1) > ζ for all k ≥ max{K0,K1} + 1. In this

case, we will divide the proof into three steps: (1) we first prove that Hτ is constant on the

set of cluster points of the sequence {(xk,xk−1)} and then apply the uniformized KL property

(Proposition 2.1); (2) we bound the distance from 0 to ∂Hτ (xk,xk−1); (3) we show that {xk}
is a Cauchy sequence and hence is convergent. The complete proof is presented as follows.
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Step 1. In view of Proposition 3.2(iii) and the strong convexity of ϕ on Nϕ (by Assumption

C1), we have that ∥xk+1 − xk∥ → 0. Then, it is easy to see that the set of cluster points of

{(xk,xk−1)} is Λ := {(x,x) : x ∈ Ω}. Moreover, for any (x̂, x̂) ∈ Λ (and hence x̂ ∈ Ω), we have

H(x̂, x̂) = F (x̂). Thus, we can conclude from Proposition 4.1(ii) that Hτ ≡ ζ on Λ. This fact

together with our assumption that Hτ is a KL function for any τ > 0 and the uniformized KL

property (Proposition 2.1) implies that, there exist ε > 0, η > 0, and φ ∈ Ξη such that

φ′ (Hτ (u,v) − ζ) dist (0, ∂Hτ (u,v)) ≥ 1,

for all (u,v) satisfying dist((u,v), Λ) < ε and ζ < Hτ (u,v) < ζ + η. On the other hand,

since lim
k→∞

dist((xk,xk−1),Λ) = 0 and
{
Hτ (xk,xk−1)

}
is non-increasing after K1 iterations and

converges to ζ, then for such ε and η, there exists K2 ≥ 1 such that dist((xk,xk−1), Λ) < ε and

ζ < Hτ (xk,xk−1) < ζ + η for all k ≥ K2. Thus, we have

φ′(Hτ (xk,xk−1) − ζ
)
dist

(
0, ∂Hτ (xk,xk−1)

)
≥ 1, ∀ k ≥ K2. (4.13)

Step 2. We consider the subdifferential of Hτ at (xk,xk−1) for any k ≥ max{K0,K1,K2}+1,

where K0 is given in Assumption E. Note that, for all k ≥ K1, x
k ∈ NS and P2 is continuously

differentiable on NS (by Assumption D2). Then, for all k ≥ max{K0,K1,K2} + 1,

∂Hτ (xk,xk−1) =
[
∂F (xk) + τ(xk − xk−1), −τ(xk − xk−1)

]
∋
[
∆k−1 −

(
∇P2(x

k) −∇P2(x
k−1)

)
− γk−1

(
∇ϕ(xk) −∇ϕ(xk−1)

)
+
(
∇f(xk) −∇f(xk−1)

)
+ τ(xk − xk−1), −τ(xk − xk−1)

]
,

where the inclusion follows from (4.7). This, together with L < γmin ≤ γk ≤ γmax < ∞ for all

k ≥ 0, the global Lipschitz continuity of ∇f , ∇P2 and ∇ϕ on Nε̃ implies that there exists a

constant a > 0 such that

dist(0, ∂Hτ (xk,xk−1)) ≤ a∥xk − xk−1∥ + ∥∆k−1∥, ∀ k ≥ max{K0,K1,K2} + 1. (4.14)

Step 3. We now prove the convergence of the sequence. Let K3 := max{K0,K1,K2} + 1.

Then, we have that, for any k ≥ K3,[
φ
(
Hτ (xk,xk−1) − ζ

)
− φ

(
Hτ (xk+1,xk) − ζ

)]
dist

(
0, ∂Hτ (xk,xk−1)

)
≥ φ′(Hτ (xk,xk−1) − ζ

)
dist

(
0, ∂Hτ (xk,xk−1)

)
·
(
Hτ (xk,xk−1) −Hτ (xk+1,xk)

)
≥ Hτ (xk,xk−1) −Hτ (xk+1,xk)

≥ b∥xk+1 − xk∥2,

where the first inequality follows from the concavity of φ, the second inequality holds from (4.13)

and the fact that
{
Hτ (xk,xk−1)

}
is non-increasing after K1 iterations, and the last inequality

holds from (4.12). Combining the above inequality and (4.14), we further obtain that,

∥xk+1 − xk∥2

≤ a

b

[
φ
(
Hτ (xk,xk−1) − ζ

)
− φ

(
Hτ (xk+1,xk) − ζ

)](
∥xk − xk−1∥ +

1

a
∥∆k−1∥

)
.

(4.15)
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Taking the square root of (4.15) and using the inequality
√
uv ≤ u+v

2 for u, v ≥ 0, we see that

∥xk+1 − xk∥ ≤
√

a

b

[
φ
(
Hτ (xk,xk−1) − ζ

)
− φ

(
Hτ (xk+1,xk) − ζ

)]
·
√

∥xk − xk−1∥ +
1

a
∥∆k−1∥

≤ a

2b

[
φ
(
Hτ (xk,xk−1) − ζ

)
− φ

(
Hτ (xk+1,xk) − ζ

)]
+

1

2
∥xk − xk−1∥ +

1

2a
∥∆k−1∥,

which yields

∥xk+1 − xk∥ ≤ a

b

[
φ
(
Hτ (xk,xk−1) − ζ

)
− φ

(
Hτ (xk+1,xk) − ζ

)]
+ ∥xk − xk−1∥ − ∥xk+1 − xk∥ +

1

a
∥∆k−1∥,

Summing the above relation from k = K3 to ∞, together with
∑∞

k=0 ∥∆k∥ < ∞, we have that

∞∑
k=K3

∥xk+1 − xk∥ ≤ a

b
φ
(
Hτ (xK3 ,xK3−1) − ζ

)
+ ∥xK3 − xK3−1∥ +

1

a

∞∑
k=K3

∥∆k−1∥ < ∞,

which implies that
∑∞

k=0 ∥xk+1 − xk∥ < ∞. Therefore, the sequence {xk} is convergent. This

completes the proof. 2

Before closing this section, we would like to make some remarks regarding the global se-

quential convergence results. First, one may have noticed that an additional summable er-

ror condition
∑∞

k=0 ∥∆k∥ < ∞ is required in Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 to establish strong con-

vergence results. This summable error condition can be trivially satisfied if, for instance,

no errors occur on the left-hand side of condition (3.2) (namely, ∆k ≡ 0) when applying a

certain subsolver for solving the subproblem (3.1). Moreover, it has been established that∑∞
k=0Dϕ(xk+1, xk) < ∞ in (3.9) and (3.13) for (SC1) and (SC2), respectively. Thus, one could

also verify ∥∆k∥ ≤ σγkDϕ(xk+1, xk) along with (SC1) or verify ∥∆k∥ ≤ σγkDϕ(xk, xk−1) along

with (SC2) to ensure
∑∞

k=0 ∥∆k∥ < ∞. Interestingly, we have observed from our numerical

experiments that it is usually adequate to simply employ our stopping criterion (SC1) or (SC2)

to obtain satisfactory empirical performances. Therefore, in our experiments, we choose not to

verify additional inequality to ensure
∑∞

k=0 ∥∆k∥ < ∞ for the sake of simplicity. Of course, how

to eliminate such a summable error condition in theory is also an interesting future research

topic. Second, a similar auxiliary function in the form of Hτ has also been used in, for example,

[47, 48], for developing the global sequential convergence under the KL property. When F is

semialgebraic, Hτ with any τ > 0 is also semialgebraic and hence is a KL function; see, for

example, [3, Section 4.3] and [8, Section 2]. More discussions can be found in [47, Remark 4.2].

5 Numerical experiments

In this section, we conduct some numerical experiments to evaluate the performance of our

iBPDCA in Algorithm 1 for solving the ℓ1−2 regularized least squares problem (5.1) and the

constrained ℓ1−2 sparse optimization problem (5.8). All experiments are run in Matlab R2023a

on a PC with Intel processor i7-12700K@3.60GHz (with 12 cores and 20 threads) and 64GB of

RAM, equipped with a Windows OS.
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5.1 The ℓ1−2 regularized least squares problem

In this subsection, we consider the ℓ1−2 regularized least squares problem (see, e.g., [23, 47, 50]):

min
x∈Rn

Freg(x) :=
1

2
∥Ax− b∥2 + λ

(
∥x∥1 − ∥x∥

)
, (5.1)

where A ∈ Rm×n, b ∈ Rm, and λ > 0 is the regularization parameter. To apply our iBPDCA in

Algorithm 1 for solving problem (5.1), we consider the following equivalent reformulation:

min
x∈Q:=Rn

1

2
∥Ax− b∥2 + λ∥x∥1︸ ︷︷ ︸

P1(x)

−λ∥x∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
P2(x)

+ 0︸︷︷︸
f(x)

,

and choose the quadratic kernel function ϕ(x) := 1
2∥x∥

2. It is easy to verify that, with such

choices, (f, ϕ) is 0-smooth adaptable restricted on Rn. Moreover, we assume that the A in

(5.1) does not have zero columns so that Freg is level-bounded; see [21, Example 4.1(b)] and

[50, Lemma 3.1]. Thus, our iBPDCA is applicable and the associated subproblem at the k-th

iteration (k ≥ 0) takes the following form:

min
x∈Rn

λ∥x∥1 − ⟨ξk, x− xk⟩ +
1

2
∥Ax− b∥2 +

γk
2
∥x− xk∥2, (5.2)

where ξk ∈ ∂P2(x
k).

5.1.1 A dual semi-smooth Newton method for solving the subproblem (5.2)

We next discuss how to efficiently solve (5.2) via a dual semi-smooth Newton (Ssn) method to

find a point xk+1 associated with an error pair (∆k, δk) satisfying the relative stopping criterion

(SC1) or (SC2). Specifically, we attempt to solve the following equivalent problem:

min
x∈Rn,y∈Rm

λ∥x∥1 − ⟨ξk, x⟩ +
1

2
∥y − b∥2 +

γk
2
∥x− xk∥2

s.t. Ax = y.

(5.3)

By some manipulations, one can show that the dual problem of (5.3) can be equivalently given

by (in a minimization form)

min
z∈Rm


Ψreg

k (z) :=
1

2
∥z∥2 + ⟨z, b⟩ − λ

∥∥∥proxλγ−1
k ∥·∥1(vk(z))

∥∥∥
1

− γk
2

∥∥∥proxλγ−1
k ∥·∥1(vk(z)) − vk(z)

∥∥∥2 +
γk
2

∥vk(z)∥2 − γk
2
∥xk∥2

 , (5.4)

where z ∈ Rm is the dual variable and vk(z) := γ−1
k ξk + xk − γ−1

k A⊤z. From the property of

the Moreau envelope of λγ−1
k ∥ · ∥1 (see, e.g., [6, Proposition 12.29]), we see that Ψreg

k is strongly

convex and continuously differentiable with the gradient

∇Ψreg
k (z) = −Aproxλγ−1

k ∥·∥1(vk(z)) + z + b.

Thus, the optimal solution of problem (5.4) can be readily obtained by solving the following

nonlinear equation:

∇Ψreg
k (z) = 0. (5.5)
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In view of the nice properties of proxλγ−1
k ∥·∥1 , we then follow [20, 44, 56] to apply a globally

convergent and locally superlinearly convergent Ssn method to solve (5.5). To this end, we

define a multifunction ∂̂2Ψreg
k : Rm ⇒ Rm×m as follows:

∂̂2Ψreg
k (z) := I + γ−1

k A∂proxλγ−1
k ∥·∥1(vk(z))A⊤,

where ∂proxλγ−1
k ∥·∥1(vk(z)) is the Clarke subdifferential of the Lipschitz continuous mapping

proxλγ−1
k ∥·∥1(·) at vk(z), defined as follows

∂proxα−1∥·∥1(u) :=

Diag(d) : d ∈ Rn, di ∈


{1}, if |ui| > α−1,

[0, 1], if |ui| = α−1,

{0}, if |ui| < α−1,

 .

It is clear that all elements in ∂̂2Ψreg
k (z) are positive definite. We are now ready to present the

Ssn method for solving equation (5.5) in Algorithm 2 and refer readers to [20, Theorem 3.6] for

its convergence results.

Algorithm 2 A semi-smooth Newton (Ssn) method for solving equation (5.5)

Initialization: Choose η̄ ∈ (0, 1), γ ∈ (0, 1], µ ∈ (0, 1/2), δ ∈ (0, 1), and an initial point

zk,0 ∈ Rm. Set t = 0. Repeat until a termination criterion is met.

Step 1. Compute ∇Ψreg
k (zk,t) and select an element Hk,t ∈ ∂̂2Ψreg

k (zk,t). Solve the linear

system Hk,td = −∇Ψreg
k (zk,t) nearly exactly by the (sparse) Cholesky factoriza-

tion with forward and backward substitutions, or approximately by the precondi-

tioned conjugate gradient method to find dk,t such that
∥∥Hk,tdk,t + ∇Ψreg

k (zk,t)
∥∥ ≤

min
(
η̄, ∥∇Ψreg

k (zk,t)∥1+γ
)
.

Step 2. (Inexact line search) Find a step size αt := δit , where it is the smallest nonnegative

integer i for which Ψreg
k (zk,t + δidk,t) ≤ Ψreg

k (zk,t) + µδi⟨∇Ψreg
k (zk,t), dk,t⟩.

Step 3. Set zk,t+1 = zk,t + αtd
k,t, t = t + 1, and go to Step 1.

We next show that our inexact stopping criteria (SC1) and (SC2) can be achieved through

some appropriate manipulations based the dual sequence generated by the Ssn method. Specifi-

cally, at the k-th iteration, we apply the Ssn method for solving equation (5.5), which generates

a dual sequence {zk,t}. Let

wk,t := proxλγ−1
k ∥·∥1

(
γ−1
k ξk + xk − γ−1

k A⊤zk,t
)

and ek,t := ∇Ψreg
k

(
zk,t

)
.

We then have the following proposition, whose proof is relegated to Appendix A.1.

Proposition 5.1. If (wk,t, ek,t) satisfies

∥A⊤ek,t∥2 + |⟨A⊤ek,t, wk,t − xk⟩| ≤ σγk
2

∥wk,t − xk∥2, (5.6)

then the inexact stopping criterion (SC1) holds for xk+1 := wk,t, ∆k := −A⊤ek,t and δk := 0.

Similarly, If (wk,t, ek,t) satisfies

∥A⊤ek,t∥2 + |⟨A⊤ek,t, wk,t − xk⟩| ≤ σγk
2

∥xk − xk−1∥2, (5.7)

then the inexact stopping criterion (SC2) holds for xk+1 := wk,t, ∆k := −A⊤ek,t and δk := 0.
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From Proposition 5.1, we see that the inexact stopping criterion (SC1) or (SC2) is indeed

verifiable and can be satisfied as long as inequality (5.6) or (5.7) holds. Moreover, when the dual

sequence {zk,t} generated by the Ssn method is convergent, we have that {wk,t} is bounded

and ek,t → 0, and hence ∥A⊤ek,t∥2 + |⟨A⊤ek,t, wk,t − xk⟩| → 0. On the other hand, when xk is

not the optimal solution of the k-th subproblem (5.2) or xk ̸= xk−1, the right-hand-side term in

(5.6) or (5.7) cannot approach zero. Therefore, inequality (5.6) or (5.7) must hold after finitely

many iterations.

5.1.2 Comparison results

We will evaluate the performance of the iBPDCA with (SC1) (denoted by iBPDCA-SC1) and

the iBPDCA with (SC2) (denoted by iBPDCA-SC2). For both iBPDCA-SC1 and iBPDCA-

SC2, we set γk = max
{

1√
k+1

, 10−1
}

. With such choices of {γk}, we then follow Theorem 4.1 to

set σ = 0.9 for iBPDCA-SC1 and set σ = 0.09 for iBPDCA-SC2 to guarantee the convergence.

In addition, for the Ssn in Algorithm 2, we set µ = 10−4, δ = 0.5, η̄ = 10−3 and γ = 0.2.

Moreover, we will initialize Ssn with the origin at the first outer iteration and then employ a

warm-start strategy thereafter. Specifically, at each outer iteration, we initialize Ssn with the

approximate solution obtained by the Ssn method in the previous outer iteration.

We also include a well-known proximal difference-of-convex algorithm with extrapolation

(pDCAe)1 [47] in comparisons. The pDCAe for solving (5.1) is given as follows: choose proper

extrapolation parameters {βk}, let x−1 = x0, and then at the k-th iteration,
Take any ξk ∈ ∂P2(x

k) and compute

yk = xk + βk(xk − xk−1),

xk+1 = argmin
x

{
⟨A⊤(Ayk − b) − ξk, x⟩ +

LA

2
∥x− yk∥2 + λ∥x∥1

}
,

where LA := λmax(A⊤A) is the largest eigenvalue of A⊤A. We follow [47, Section 5] to choose

the extrapolation parameters {βk} and perform both the fixed restart and the adaptive restart

strategies.

We initialize all methods with a point x0 obtained by applying the fast iterative shrinkage-

thresholding algorithm (FISTA) with backtracking [7] for solving the classical ℓ1 regularized

least squares problem:min
{
λ∥x∥1 + 1

2∥Ax−b∥2
}

, using 200 iterations. Moreover, for iBPDCA-

SC2, in order to prevent an improper choice of x−1, we will use (SC1) as a warm start at the

first outer iteration and then transition to (SC2) thereafter. Finally, we terminate all methods

when the number of iterations reaches 30000 or the following holds for 3 consecutive iterations:

max

{
∥xk − xk−1∥

1 + ∥xk∥
,
|Freg(x

k) − Freg(x
k−1)|

1 + |Freg(xk)|

}
< 10−7 or

|Freg(x
k) − Freg(x

k−1)|
1 + |Freg(xk)|

< 10−10.

In the following experiments, we choose λ ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10} and consider (m,n, s) =

(100i, 1000i, 20i) for i = 2, 5, 10, 15, 20. For each triple (m,n, s), we follow [47, Section 5] to

randomly generate a trial as follows. First, we generate a matrix A ∈ Rm×n with i.i.d. standard

Gaussian entries. We then choose a subset S ⊂ {1, · · · , n} of size s uniformly at random and

generate an s-sparse vector xorig ∈ Rn, which has i.i.d. standard Gaussian entries on S and zeros

1The Matlab codes of the pDCAe for solving (5.1) are available at https://www.polyu.edu.hk/ama/profile/

pong/pDCAe_final_codes/.
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on the complement set Sc. Finally, we generate the vector b ∈ Rm by setting b = Axorig+0.01·n̂,

where n̂ ∈ Rm is a random vector with i.i.d. standard Gaussian entries.

The average computational results for each triple (m,n, s) from 20 instances are presented

in Tables 1 and 2. From the results, one can observe that both iBPDCA-SC1 and iBPDCA-SC2

exhibit superior numerical performance compared to pDCAe, especially when the regularization

parameter λ is small or the problem size is large. For example, for the cases where λ ≤ 1

and n ≥ 10000, both iBPDCA-SC1 and iBPDCA-SC2 are consistently about 5 times faster

than pDCAe, while achieving better objective function values. Moreover, one can also see that

iBPDCA-SC1 and iBPDCA-SC2 exhibit the similar performance. This is indeed expected since

they essentially employ the same framework, but differ in their stopping criteria for solving the

subproblems. With the kernel function chosen as ϕ(x) = 1
2∥x∥

2 in this part of experiments,

the cost of computing the associated Bregman distance becomes negligible, rendering the effort

required to verify inequalities (5.6) and (5.7) almost identical. Therefore, the CPU time of

iBPDCA-SC1 and iBPDCA-SC2 can be similar when they undergo a similar number of total

Ssn iterations.

We also test all the methods with two instances (A, b) obtained from the data sets mpg7 and

gisette in the UCI data repository [17]. Here, the mpg7 data set is an expanded version of its

original version, with the last digit signifying that an order 7 polynomial is used to generate

the basis functions; see [20, Section 4.1] for more details. For mpg7, the matrix A is of size

392×3432 with λmax(A⊤A) ≈ 1.28×104. For gisette, the matrix A is of size 1000×4971 with

λmax(A⊤A) ≈ 3.36 × 106. For each data set, we choose λ = λc∥A⊤b∥∞ with λc ∈ {10−3, 10−4}.

Figure 1 shows the numerical results of pDCAe, iBPDCA-SC1 and iBPDCA-SC2, where we plot

the normalized objective value against the computational time. The normalized objective value

is computed by
Freg(xk)−Fmin

reg

Freg(x0)−Fmin
reg

, where Fmin
reg denotes the minimum of the terminating objective

values obtained among all methods. From the results, we see that pDCAe exhibits a slower

rate of reduction in the objective value, potentially attributed to the large Lipschitz constant

associated with the real data. In contrast, our iBPDCA-SC1 and iBPDCA-SC2 continue to

demonstrate superior performance on these two real data sets.

Remark 5.1 (Comments on difference between pDCAe and iBPDCA). As discussed

in Section 3, by allowing the inexact minimization of the subproblem, our iBPDCA has more

flexibility in practical implementations when it is applied to a specific problem. Indeed, for

problem (5.1), the pDCAe developed in [47] is applied to the DC decomposition scheme shown

on the left below so that the subproblem admits an easy-to-compute solution, while our iBPDCA

can be applied to the DC decomposition scheme shown on the right below, as implemented in our

experiments.

pDCAe

⇓

min
x∈Rn

P1(x)︷ ︸︸ ︷
λ∥x∥1 −

P2(x)︷ ︸︸ ︷
λ∥x∥ +

f(x)︷ ︸︸ ︷
1

2
∥Ax− b∥22

vs

iBCDA

⇓

min
x∈Rn

P1(x)︷ ︸︸ ︷
λ∥x∥1 +

1

2
∥Ax− b∥22 −

P2(x)︷ ︸︸ ︷
λ∥x∥ +

f(x)︷︸︸︷
0 .

These two decomposition schemes result in different algorithms with different numerical perfor-

mances. Since pDCAe also approximates the smooth convex part 1
2∥Ax − b∥2 by a quadratic

majorant, its performance would be significantly influenced by the Lipschitz constant LA :=
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λmax(A⊤A). This sensitivity to the Lipschitz constant is indeed a well-recognized limitation of

first-order methods and may lead to the inferior performance of pDCAe for solving large-scale

problems, as observed in Tables 1&2 and Figure 1. This is because, for a randomly generated ma-

trix A, the largest eigenvalue of A⊤A tends to increase with the size, and for the data sets mpg7

and gisette, the largest eigenvalue of A⊤A is around 1.28×104 and 3.36×106, respectively. In

contrast, our iBPDCA can sidestep the majorization of the least squares term and choose instead

to solve the subproblem via a highly efficient second-order Ssn method. The results in Tables

1&2 and Figure 1 illustrate the promising performance of this algorithmic framework. But we

should emphasize that these achievements are made possible by allowing the inexact minimiza-

tion of the subproblem. This also highlights the motivation for developing an efficient inexact

algorithmic framework in this work.

Table 1: The average computational results for each triple (m,n, s) from 20 instances on the

ℓ1−2 regularized least squares problem with λ ∈ {0.01, 0.1}, where “obj” denotes the objective

function value, “iter” denotes the number of iterations (the total number of the Ssn iterations

in iBPDCA is also given in the bracket), “time” denotes the computational time, and “t0”

denotes the computational time used to obtain an initial point by FISTA using 200 iterations.

(m,n, s) method obj iter time t0 obj iter time t0

λ = 0.01 λ = 0.1

(200,2000,40)

pDCAe 2.73e-1 30000 2.12 0.02 2.54e+0 8353 0.59 0.03

iBPDCA-SC1 2.54e-1 120 (405) 0.63 0.02 2.54e+0 30 (170) 0.30 0.03

iBPDCA-SC2 2.54e-1 120 (414) 0.63 0.02 2.54e+0 30 (173) 0.30 0.03

(500,5000,100)

pDCAe 8.12e-1 30000 10.83 0.17 6.92e+0 24732 8.88 0.16

iBPDCA-SC1 6.92e-1 161 (599) 4.75 0.17 6.92e+0 35 (259) 2.47 0.16

iBPDCA-SC2 6.92e-1 161 (612) 4.79 0.17 6.92e+0 35 (263) 2.47 0.16

(1000,10000,200)

pDCAe 1.88e+0 30000 134.67 1.90 1.50e+1 30000 134.72 1.90

iBPDCA-SC1 1.48e+0 242 (898) 29.48 1.90 1.48e+1 50 (379) 15.46 1.90

iBPDCA-SC2 1.48e+0 242 (914) 29.65 1.90 1.48e+1 50 (382) 15.27 1.90

(1500,15000,300)

pDCAe 2.99e+0 30000 359.23 5.04 2.31e+1 30000 359.53 5.03

iBPDCA-SC1 2.24e+0 299 (1072) 80.92 5.04 2.24e+1 59 (439) 41.27 5.03

iBPDCA-SC2 2.24e+0 299 (1088) 81.28 5.04 2.24e+1 59 (444) 41.06 5.03

(2000,20000,400)

pDCAe 4.12e+0 30000 651.03 9.31 3.13e+1 30000 651.14 9.31

iBPDCA-SC1 3.00e+0 367 (1295) 187.79 9.31 3.00e+1 73 (518) 91.52 9.31

iBPDCA-SC2 3.00e+0 367 (1312) 187.91 9.31 3.00e+1 73 (524) 91.17 9.31

5.2 The constrained ℓ1−2 sparse optimization problem

In this section, we consider the constrained ℓ1−2 sparse optimization problem (see, e.g., [23, 50,

51, 54, 55]):

min
x∈Rn

∥x∥1 − µ∥x∥

s.t. ∥Ax− b∥ ≤ κ,

∥x∥∞ ≤ M,

(5.8)
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Table 2: Same as Table 1 but for the ℓ1−2 regularized least squares problem with λ ∈ {1, 10}.

(m,n, s) method obj iter time t0 obj iter time t0

λ = 1 λ = 10

(200,2000,40)

pDCAe 2.53e+1 515 0.04 0.02 2.44e+2 153 0.01 0.02

iBPDCA-SC1 2.53e+1 9 (50) 0.10 0.02 2.44e+2 8 (32) 0.08 0.02

iBPDCA-SC2 2.53e+1 9 (50) 0.10 0.02 2.44e+2 8 (32) 0.08 0.02

(500,5000,100)

pDCAe 6.90e+1 2633 1.00 0.16 6.80e+2 237 0.10 0.16

iBPDCA-SC1 6.90e+1 12 (116) 1.20 0.16 6.80e+2 7 (45) 0.54 0.16

iBPDCA-SC2 6.90e+1 12 (117) 1.21 0.16 6.80e+2 7 (45) 0.54 0.16

(1000,10000,200)

pDCAe 1.48e+2 8547 38.41 1.90 1.47e+3 401 1.84 1.91

iBPDCA-SC1 1.48e+2 15 (185) 9.00 1.90 1.47e+3 7 (69) 3.79 1.91

iBPDCA-SC2 1.48e+2 15 (184) 8.90 1.90 1.47e+3 7 (68) 3.77 1.91

(1500,15000,300)

pDCAe 2.24e+2 13670 163.91 5.04 2.23e+3 777 9.41 5.04

iBPDCA-SC1 2.24e+2 17 (225) 25.18 5.04 2.23e+3 8 (93) 12.13 5.04

iBPDCA-SC2 2.24e+2 17 (226) 25.06 5.04 2.23e+3 8 (93) 12.08 5.04

(2000,20000,400)

pDCAe 2.99e+2 20631 448.03 9.33 2.98e+3 1685 36.88 9.30

iBPDCA-SC1 2.99e+2 20 (264) 55.59 9.33 2.98e+3 9 (129) 30.92 9.30

iBPDCA-SC2 2.99e+2 20 (265) 55.19 9.33 2.98e+3 9 (129) 30.73 9.30

where µ ∈ [0, 1), A ∈ Rm×n has full row rank, and b ∈ Rm. Moreover, we choose κ ∈ (0, ∥b∥)

so that the origin is not a feasible point and follow [55, Section 6] to choose M := (1 −
µ)−1

(
∥A†b∥1 − µ∥A†b∥

)
so that the feasible region is bounded, where A† denotes the pseudo-

inverse of A. To apply our iBPDCA in Algorithm 1 for solving problem (5.8), we consider the

following equivalent reformulation:

min
x∈Q:=Rn

Fcon(x) := ικ(Ax− b) + ιM (x) + ∥x∥1︸ ︷︷ ︸
P1(x)

− µ∥x∥︸ ︷︷ ︸
P2(x)

+ 0︸︷︷︸
f(x)

,

where ικ and ιM denote respectively the indicator functions on the sets {x ∈ Rn : ∥x∥ ≤ κ} and

{x ∈ Rn : ∥x∥∞ ≤ M}, and choose the kernel function ϕ(x) := 1
2∥x∥

2 + 1
2∥Ax∥2. It is easy to

verify that (f, ϕ) is 0-smooth adaptable restricted on Rn and that Fcon is level-bounded. Thus,

our iBPDCA is applicable and the associated subproblem at the k-th iteration (k ≥ 0) takes

the following form:

min
x∈Rn

ικ(Ax− b) + ιM (x) + ∥x∥1 − ⟨ξk, x− xk⟩ +
γk
2

∥∥x− xk
∥∥2 +

γk
2

∥∥Ax−Axk
∥∥2, (5.9)

where ξk ∈ ∂P2(x
k).

5.2.1 A dual semismooth Newton method for the subproblem (5.9)

Similar to the implementations as described in subsection 5.1.1, we discuss how to efficiently

solve (5.9) via a dual Ssn method to find a point xk+1 associated with an error pair (∆k, δk)

satisfying the relative stopping criterion (SC1) or (SC2). Specifically, we are dedicated to solving

the following equivalent reformulation:

min
x∈Rn,y∈Rm

∥x∥1 + ιM (x) +
γk
2

∥∥∥x−
(
xk + γ−1

k ξk
)∥∥∥2 + ικ(y) +

γk
2

∥∥∥y −
(
Axk − b

)∥∥∥2
s.t. Ax− y = b.

(5.10)
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Figure 1: Numerical results of pDCAe, iBPDCA-SC1 and iBPDCA-SC2 for solving the ℓ1−2

regularized least squares problem on mpg7 and gisette from the UCI data repository.

For notational simplicity, let g(·) := ∥ ·∥1 + ιM (·), sk := xk +γ−1
k ξk and bk := Axk−b. By some

manipulations, it can be shown that the dual problem of (5.10) admits the following equivalent

minimization form:

min
z∈Rm



Ψcon
k (z) := ⟨z, b⟩ +

γk
2

∥∥∥sk − γ−1
k A⊤z

∥∥∥2 − ∥∥∥proxγ−1
k g

(
sk − γ−1

k A⊤z
)∥∥∥

1

− γk
2

∥∥∥proxγ−1
k g

(
sk − γ−1

k A⊤z
)
−
(
sk − γ−1

k A⊤z
)∥∥∥2

+
γk
2

∥∥∥bk + γ−1
k z

∥∥∥2 − γk
2

∥∥∥Πκ

(
bk + γ−1

k z
)
−
(
bk + γ−1

k z
)∥∥∥2

− γk
2
∥sk∥2 − γk

2
∥bk∥2


, (5.11)

where z ∈ Rm is the dual variable and Πκ is the projection operator over {x ∈ Rn : ∥x∥ ≤ κ}.

From the property of the Moreau envelope of γ−1
k g and γ−1

k ικ (see, e.g., [6, Proposition 12.29]),

we see that Ψcon
k is convex and continuously differentiable with the gradient:

∇Ψcon
k (z) = −Aproxγ−1

k g

(
sk − γ−1

k A⊤z
)

+ Πκ

(
bk + γ−1

k z
)

+ b.
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Thus, an optimal solution of problem (5.11) can be obtained by solving the following nonlinear

equation:

∇Ψcon
k (z) = 0. (5.12)

Similar to the implementations in subsection 5.1.1, to apply the SSN method, we define a

multifunction ∂̂2Ψcon
k : Rm ⇒ Rm×m as follows:

∂̂2Ψcon
k (z) := γ−1

k A∂proxγ−1
k g(sk − γ−1

k A⊤z)A⊤ + γ−1
k ∂Πκ

(
bk + γ−1

k z
)
,

where ∂proxγ−1
k g

(
sk − γ−1

k A⊤z
)

is the Clarke subdifferential of the Lipschitz continuous map-

ping proxγ−1
k g(·) at sk − γ−1

k A⊤z, defined as follows:

∂proxα−1g(u) :=

Diag(d) : d ∈ Rn, di ∈


{1}, if |ui| > α−1 and

∣∣proxα−1|·|(ui)
∣∣ < M,

[0, 1], if |ui| = α−1 or
∣∣proxα−1|·|(ui)

∣∣ = M,

{0}, if |ui| < α−1 or
∣∣proxα−1|·|(ui)

∣∣ > M,

 ,

and ∂Πκ

(
bk + γ−1

k z
)

is the Clarke subdifferential of the Lipschitz continuous mapping Πκ(·) at

bk + γ−1
k z, defined as follows (see, e.g., [58, Remark 3.1]):

∂Πκ(u) =


{I}, if ∥u∥ < κ,{
I − t

κ2
uu⊤ | t ∈ [0, 1]

}
, if ∥u∥ = κ,{ κ

∥u∥
(
I − 1

∥u∥2
uu⊤)}, if ∥u∥ > κ.

Note that the elements in ∂̂2Ψcon
k (z) may only be positive semidefinite. We then need to incor-

porate a small adaptive regularization term when solving the linear system in the Ssn method.

We present the whole iterative framework in Algorithm 3 and refer readers to [59, Theorems 3.4

and 3.5] for its convergence results.

Algorithm 3 A semi-smooth Newton (Ssn) method for solving equation (5.12)

Initialization: Choose η̄ ∈ (0, 1), γ ∈ (0, 1], µ ∈ (0, 1/2), δ ∈ (0, 1), τ1, τ2 ∈ (0, 1), and an

initial point zk,0 ∈ Rm. Set t = 0. Repeat until a termination criterion is met.

Step 1. Compute ∇Ψcon
k (zk,t), select an element Hk,t ∈ ∂̂2Ψcon

k (zk,t), and let εt :=

τ1 min
{
τ2, ∥∇Ψcon

k (zk,t)∥
}

. Solve the linear system
(
Hk,t + εtIm

)
d = −∇Ψcon

k (zk,t)

nearly exactly by the (sparse) Cholesky factorization with forward and backward sub-

stitutions, or approximately by the preconditioned conjugate gradient method to find

dk,t such that
∥∥ (Hk,t + εtIm

)
dk,t + ∇Ψcon

k (zk,t)
∥∥ ≤ min

(
η̄, ∥∇Ψcon

k (zk,t)∥1+γ
)
.

Step 2. (Inexact line search) Find a step size αt := δit , where it is the smallest nonnegative

integer i for which Ψcon
k (zk,t + δidk,t) ≤ Ψcon

k (zk,t) + µδi⟨∇Ψcon
k (zk,t), dk,t⟩.

Step 3. Set zk,t+1 = zk,t + αtd
k,t, t = t + 1, and go to Step 1.

We next show that our inexact stopping criteria (SC1) and (SC2) can also be achieved

through the appropriate manipulations based on the dual sequence generated by the Ssn method
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in Algorithm 3. To this end, we first assume that a partially strictly feasible point xfeas satisfying

∥Axfeas − b∥ < κ and ∥xfeas∥∞ ≤ M is available on hand. Indeed, from [54, Section 6.1], with

the choice of M = (1−µ)−1
(
∥A†b∥1 − µ∥A†b∥

)
, such a point can be simply obtained by setting

xfeas := A†b. Then, at the k-th iteration, we apply the Ssn method for solving equation (5.12),

which generates a dual sequence {zk,t}. Let

wk,t := proxγ−1
k g

(
xk + γ−1

k ξk − γ−1
k A⊤zk,t

)
and ek,t := ∇Ψcon

k

(
zk,t

)
.

Note that the terminating approximate primal solution wk,t may not be exactly feasible to the

subproblem (5.9) and thus the inexact stopping criteria (SC1) and (SC2) cannot be verified

at wk,t in this scenario. Therefore, we further adapt a retraction strategy with the aid of the

partially strictly feasible point xfeas. Specifically, we define

w̃k,t := ρk,tw
k,t + (1 − ρk,t)x

feas

with

ρk,t :=


1, ∥Awk,t − b∥ ≤ κ,

κ− ∥Axfeas − b∥
∥Awk,t − b∥ − ∥Axfeas − b∥

, ∥Awk,t − b∥ > κ.

Then, one can easily verify that w̃k,t is a feasible point of the subproblem (5.9), namely, it

satisfies that ∥Aw̃k,t − b∥ ≤ κ and ∥w̃k,t∥∞ ≤ M . Thus, w̃k,t is a feasible candidate that can

be used in the verifications of stopping criteria (SC1) and (SC2). Indeed, we have the following

proposition, whose proof is relegated to Appendix A.2.

Proposition 5.2. Let

∆k,t := −γkA
⊤ek,t + γk(w̃k,t −wk,t) + γkA

⊤A(w̃k,t −wk,t),

dk,t
1 := γk

[(
xk + γ−1

k ξk − γ−1
k A⊤zk,t

)
−wk,t

]
,

δ1k,t := g(w̃k,t) − g(wk,t) − ⟨dk,t
1 , w̃k,t −wk,t⟩,

dk,t
2 := γk

[(
Axk − b + γ−1

k zk,t
)
− Πκ

(
Axk − b + γ−1

k zk,t
)]

,

δ2k,t := ⟨ek,t −A(w̃k,t −wk,t), dk,t
2 ⟩.

If (w̃k,t,∆k,t, δ1k,t, δ
2
k,t) satisfies the termination criterion

∥∆k,t∥2 + |⟨∆k,t, w̃k,t − xk⟩| + δ1k,t + δ2k,t ≤
σγk
2

(∥∥w̃k,t − xk
∥∥2 +

∥∥Aw̃k,t −Axk
∥∥2) , (5.13)

then the stopping criterion (SC1) holds for xk+1 := w̃k,t, ∆k := ∆k,t, and δk := δ1k,t + δ2k,t.

Similarly, if (w̃k,t,∆k,t, δ1k,t, δ
2
k,t) satisfies the termination criterion

∥∆k,t∥2 + |⟨∆k,t, w̃k,t − xk⟩| + δ1k,t + δ2k,t ≤
σγk
2

(∥∥xk − xk−1
∥∥2 +

∥∥Axk −Axk−1
∥∥2) , (5.14)

then the stopping criterion (SC2) holds for xk+1 := w̃k,t, ∆k := ∆k,t, and δk := δ1k,t + δ2k,t.

Similar to discussions at the end of subsection 5.1.1, one can also see from Proposition 5.2

that our inexact stopping criterion (SC1) or (SC2) holds as long as the checkable inequality

(5.13) or (5.14) holds. Moreover, when the dual sequence {zk,t} generated by the Ssn method
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is convergent under proper conditions (see [59, Theorems 3.4 and 3.5]), we have that {wk,t} is

bounded, ek,t → 0 and w̃k,t −wk,t → 0. Thus, we see that ∥∆k,t∥2 + |⟨∆k,t, w̃k,t −xk⟩|+ δ1k,t +

δ2k,t → 0. On the other hand, when xk is not the optimal solution of the k-th subproblem (5.9)

or xk ̸= xk−1, the right-hand-side term in (5.13) or (5.14) cannot approach zero. Therefore, the

inequality (5.13) or (5.14) must hold after finitely many iterations.

Remark 5.2 (Comments on practical verifications of (5.13) and (5.14)). One may have

noticed from the above that, we choose the kernel function as ϕ(x) = 1
2∥x∥

2+ 1
2∥Ax∥

2 so that an

efficient dual Ssn method can be readily applied for solving the subproblem. However, compared

with the verification of inequality (5.6) or (5.7), the verification of inequality (5.13) or (5.14)

is more involved and demands more computational resources. Specifically, it necessitates the

retraction of wk,t to obtain w̃k,t and the computation of a more expensive Bregman distance on

the right-hand-side of inequity (5.13) or (5.14); the cost of the latter becomes substantial as the

problem size increases. In this case, the stopping criterion (SC2), corresponding to inequality

(5.14), may offer more benefits in practical implementations. First, at the k-th outer iteration,

(SC1) should compute the Bregman distance between w̃k,t and xk to calculate the tolerance ϵk,t :=
σγk
2

(∥∥w̃k,t − xk
∥∥2 +

∥∥Aw̃k,t −Axk
∥∥2) on the right-hand-side of inequality (5.13) at every inner

iteration. In contrast, (SC2) merely requires to compute the Bregman distance between xk and

xk−1 once at the beginning of the inner loop to calculate the tolerance ϵk := σγk
2

(∥∥xk−xk−1
∥∥2 +∥∥Axk − Axk−1

∥∥2) on the right-hand-side of inequality (5.14). Second, once the tolerance ϵk
is calculated, we can further employ an economical way to check inequality (5.14) (and hence

(SC2)) during the inner iterations. Specifically, we first compute ∥∇Ψcon
k

(
zk,t

)
∥ which is very

cheap, and only start to retract wk,t and check inequality (5.14) when ∥∇Ψcon
k

(
zk,t

)
∥ ≤ ϵk. This

strategy would help us to postpone the explicit construction of w̃k,t and the calculation of error

quantities on the left-hand-side of (5.14) as long as possible to save cost, while still enforcing

inequality (5.14) (and hence (SC2)) to guarantee the convergence. In contrast, this economical

checking strategy might not be available for the verification of inequality (5.6) (and hence (SC1))

since calculating the tolerance ϵk,t necessitates the explicit construction of w̃k,t at every inner

iteration. In view of the above, the stopping criterion (SC2) can be a more advantageous option

especially when solving large-sacle problems, as evidenced in Tables 3 and 4.

5.2.2 Comparison results

We will evaluate the performances of the iBPDCA with (SC1) (denoted by iBPDCA-SC1)

and the iBPDCA with (SC2) (denoted by iBPDCA-SC2), using the same parameter settings

as described in the first paragraph of subsection 5.1.2 with additional parameters τ1, τ2 in

Algorithm 3 being set to τ1 = 0.99 and τ2 = 10−6. We will also compare our methods with

a recently developed extended sequential quadratic method with extrapolation (ESQMe)2 [55].

The ESQMe for solving problem (5.8) is roughly given as follows: let c(x) := 1
2

(
∥Ax−b∥2−κ2

)
,

LA := λmax(A⊤A), x−1 = x0, choose proper extrapolation parameters {βk}, and then at the

2TheMatlab codes of the ESQMe for solving (5.8) are available at https://www.polyu.edu.hk/ama/profile/

pong/ESQMe_codes/.
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k-th iteration,

Step 1. Take any ξk ∈ ∂P2(x
k) and compute yk = xk + βk(xk − xk−1),

Step 2. (xk+1, sk+1) = argmin
(x, s)∈Rn+1

∥x∥1 − ⟨ξk, x⟩ + θks +
θkLA

2
∥x− yk∥2

s.t. c(yk) + ⟨∇c(yk), x− yk⟩ ≤ s, ∥x∥∞ ≤ M, s ≥ 0,

Step 3. update θk under a proper criterion.

We follow [55, Section 6.1] to choose the extrapolation parameters {βk} and other involved

parameters.

We initialize all methods with a point x0 generated as follows: We first apply the popular

solver SPGL1 (version 2.1) [46] for solving the classical constrained ℓ1 sparse optimization prob-

lem: min
{
∥x∥1 : ∥Ax− b∥ ≤ κ

}
, using 200 iterations to obtain an approximate solution xspgl1.

Since xspgl1 may violate the constraint slightly, we then adapt the same retraction strategy as

described before Proposition 5.2 to retract xspgl1 and then set the resulting point as x0. More-

over, for iBPDCA-SC2, in order to prevent an improper choice of x−1, we will use (SC1) as a

warm start at the first iteration and then transition to (SC2) thereafter. Finally, we terminate

all methods when the number of iterations reaches 20000 or the following holds for 3 consecutive

iterations:

max

{
∥xk − xk−1∥

1 + ∥xk∥
,
|Fcon(xk) − Fcon(xk−1)|

1 + |Fcon(xk)|

}
< 10−7 or

|Fcon(xk) − Fcon(xk−1)|
1 + |Fcon(xk)|

< 10−10.

In the following experiments, we let µ = 0.95 in (5.8) and (m,n, s) = (100i, 1000i, 20i) for

i = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30. For each triple (m,n, s), a random instance is generated using the same

way as in subsection 5.1.2. Moreover, we choose κ = nf · ∥0.01 · n̂∥ with nf ∈ {1.1, 2} (the first

choice is also used in [55, Section 6.1]), and present the average computational results for each

triple (m,n, s) from 20 instances in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

From Tables 3 and 4, one can see that our iBPDCA-SC1 and iBPDCA-SC2 significantly

outperform ESQMe in both recovery error and computational efficiency. Moreover, similar to

the results on the ℓ1−2 regularized least squares problem in Section 5.1.2, iBPDCA-SC1 and

iBPDCA-SC2 exhibit comparable performance in terms of the total number of Ssn iterations.

However, they now show a divergence in the CPU time especially when the problem size becomes

larger. As highlighted in Remark 5.2, in this part of the experiments, we choose the kernel

function as ϕ(x) = 1
2∥x∥

2 + 1
2∥Ax∥2 to facilitate the adaptability of the dual Ssn method. But

this choice also increases the cost of computing the associated Bregman distance, which becomes

non-negligible, especially for large-scale problems. In this scenario, iBPDCA-SC2 appears to

be more favorable as it can save the verification cost while still ensuring the convergence, as

demonstrated in Tables 3 and 4. This also validates the necessity of developing a more practically

efficient inexact stopping criterion (SC2) to fit large-scale problems that often arise in real-world

applications.

Finally, we test all the methods with two instances (A, b) obtained from the data sets mpg7

and gisette in the UCI data repository. For each data set, we choose κ = κc∥b∥ with κc ∈
{0.1, 0.2}. The numerical results are reported in Figure 2, where the normalized objective value

is computed by Fcon(xk)−Fmin
con

Fcon(x0)−Fmin
con

with Fmin
con being the minimum of the terminating objective values

obtained among all methods. The results further demonstrate the encouraging performance of

our iBPDCA-SC1 and iBPDCA-SC2 on the real data sets.
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Table 3: The average computational results for each triple (m,n, s) from 20 instances on the

constrained ℓ1−2 sparse optimization problem with κ = 1.1·∥0.01·n̂∥. In the table, “obj” denotes

the objective function value, “feas” denotes the violation of the constraint ∥Axk−b∥−κ, “rec”

denotes the recovery error
∥xk−xorig∥
1+∥xorig∥ , “iter” denotes the number of iterations (the total number

of the Ssn iterations in iBPDCA is also given in the bracket), “time” denotes the computational

time, and “t0” denotes the computational time used to obtain an initial point by SPGL1 using

200 iterations.

(m,n, s) method obj feas rec iter time t0

(500,5000,100) ESQMe 6.95e+1 5.11e-11 1.31e-2 9704 4.45 0.10

iBPDCA-SC1 6.95e+1 6.72e-14 9.33e-3 14 (182) 0.94 0.10

iBPDCA-SC2 6.95e+1 7.00e-14 9.33e-3 14 (181) 0.91 0.10

(1000,10000,200) ESQMe 1.49e+2 5.26e-09 3.51e-2 16278 75.86 0.84

iBPDCA-SC1 1.49e+2 4.73e-12 1.25e-2 17 (234) 6.90 0.84

iBPDCA-SC2 1.49e+2 7.95e-12 1.25e-2 17 (236) 6.34 0.84

(1500,15000,300) ESQMe 2.27e+2 2.60e-07 1.36e-1 18371 226.52 2.23

iBPDCA-SC1 2.25e+2 1.42e-11 1.66e-2 19 (279) 20.10 2.23

iBPDCA-SC2 2.25e+2 8.39e-12 1.66e-2 19 (283) 18.62 2.23

(2000,20000,400) ESQMe 3.24e+2 2.89e-07 2.70e-1 19621 439.05 4.04

iBPDCA-SC1 3.00e+2 1.67e-11 2.48e-2 24 (324) 44.70 4.04

iBPDCA-SC2 3.00e+2 8.15e-12 2.48e-2 24 (327) 41.15 4.04

(2500,25000,500) ESQMe 4.91e+2 1.01e-06 4.82e-1 19940 696.39 6.25

iBPDCA-SC1 3.80e+2 3.45e-12 3.78e-2 25 (323) 72.30 6.25

iBPDCA-SC2 3.80e+2 3.47e-12 3.78e-2 25 (326) 67.11 6.25

(3000,30000,600) ESQMe 7.83e+2 1.07e-06 7.54e-1 19690 994.75 8.97

iBPDCA-SC1 4.52e+2 6.54e-12 2.77e-2 23 (348) 121.16 8.97

iBPDCA-SC2 4.52e+2 6.52e-12 2.77e-2 23 (347) 112.05 8.97

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we developed an inexact Bregman proximal DC algorithm (iBPDCA) based on two

types of relative stopping criteria for solving a class of DC optimization problems in the form

of (1.1), and established both global subsequential and global sequential convergence results

under suitable conditions. In comparison to existing BPDCA and many other proximal DC-

type algorithms, our iBPDCA offers a comprehensive inexact algorithmic framework that can

encompass many of these existing methods and accommodate different types of errors that may

occur when solving the subproblem. The inherent versatility and flexibility of our iBPDCA

readily enable its potential application across different DC decompositions, thereby facilitating

the design of a more efficient DCA scheme. We conducted some numerical experiments on the

ℓ1−2 regularized least squares problem and the constrained ℓ1−2 sparse optimization problem to

demonstrate the efficiency of our iBPDCA with different types of stopping criteria.
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Table 4: Same as Table 3 but for the constrained ℓ1−2 sparse optimization problem with κ =

2 · ∥0.01 · n̂∥.

(m,n, s) method obj feas rec iter time t0

(500,5000,100) ESQMe 6.94e+1 -5.22e-14 1.12e-2 4909 2.30 0.11

iBPDCA-SC1 6.94e+1 4.57e-13 1.07e-2 15 (149) 0.78 0.11

iBPDCA-SC2 6.94e+1 4.42e-13 1.07e-2 15 (151) 0.77 0.11

(1000,10000,200) ESQMe 1.49e+2 3.73e-11 1.95e-2 10289 48.02 0.84

iBPDCA-SC1 1.49e+2 1.45e-11 1.37e-2 17 (189) 5.48 0.84

iBPDCA-SC2 1.49e+2 5.50e-12 1.37e-2 17 (190) 5.05 0.84

(1500,15000,300) ESQMe 2.25e+2 1.24e-10 3.34e-2 12798 157.66 2.18

iBPDCA-SC1 2.25e+2 1.42e-11 1.76e-2 18 (224) 16.02 2.18

iBPDCA-SC2 2.25e+2 1.65e-11 1.76e-2 18 (226) 14.70 2.18

(2000,20000,400) ESQMe 3.03e+2 3.50e-08 1.24e-1 17412 388.69 4.07

iBPDCA-SC1 3.00e+2 7.08e-12 2.59e-2 23 (266) 35.92 4.07

iBPDCA-SC2 3.00e+2 5.16e-12 2.59e-2 23 (269) 33.34 4.07

(2500,25000,500) ESQMe 4.34e+2 2.32e-07 3.22e-1 18441 646.75 6.27

iBPDCA-SC1 3.80e+2 3.11e-12 3.84e-2 25 (275) 61.33 6.27

iBPDCA-SC2 3.80e+2 4.97e-12 3.84e-2 25 (278) 56.88 6.27

(3000,30000,600) ESQMe 8.11e+2 3.92e-07 7.15e-1 18461 936.02 9.09

iBPDCA-SC1 4.51e+2 1.07e-11 2.83e-2 23 (297) 102.13 9.09

iBPDCA-SC2 4.51e+2 7.72e-12 2.83e-2 23 (301) 95.87 9.09

A Missing proofs in Section 5

A.1 Proof of Proposition 5.1

Proof. From the definition of wk,t and the property of the proximal mapping proxλγ−1
k ∥·∥1 , we

have

0 ∈ λγ−1
k ∂∥wk,t∥1 + wk,t −

(
γ−1
k ξk + xk − γ−1

k A⊤zk,t
)
,

which, together with ek,t := −∇Ψk(zk,t) = −Awk,t + zk,t + b, deduces that

0 ∈ λ∂∥wk,t∥1 + γk(wk,t − xk) − ξk + A⊤(ek,t + Awk,t − b
)
,

and hence

−A⊤ek,t ∈ λ∂∥wk,t∥1 − ξk + A⊤(Awk,t − b) + γk(wk,t − xk).

It is then easy to see from the above relation that the point wk,t associated with the error pair

(−A⊤ek,t, 0) satisfies condition (3.2). Using this relation, we can readily obtain the desired

results. 2

A.2 Proof of Proposition 5.2

Proof. From the definition of wk,t and the property of the proximal mapping proxγ−1
k g, we have

that

0 ∈ ∂g(wk,t) + γk

[
wk,t −

(
xk + γ−1

k ξk − γ−1
k A⊤zk,t

)]
.
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⊤A) ≈ 3.36× 106

Figure 2: Numerical results of ESQMe, iBPDCA-SC1 and iBPDCA-SC2 for solving the con-

strained ℓ1−2 sparse optimization problem on mpg7 and gisette from the UCI data repository.

Let dk,t
1 := γk

[(
xk + γ−1

k ξk − γ−1
k A⊤zk,t

)
−wk,t

]
. Clearly, dk,t

1 ∈ ∂g(wk,t). Then, for any

u ∈ dom g, we have that

g(u) ≥ g(wk,t) + ⟨dk,t
1 , u−wk,t⟩

≥ g(w̃k,t) + ⟨dk,t
1 , u− w̃k,t⟩ −

(
g(w̃k,t) − g(wk,t) − ⟨dk,t

1 , w̃k,t −wk,t⟩
)
,

which implies that dk,t
1 ∈ ∂δ1k,t

g(w̃k,t) with δ1k,t := g(w̃k,t)−g(wk,t)−⟨dk,t
1 , w̃k,t−wk,t⟩ ≥ 0 (due

to the convexity of g and dk,t
1 ∈ ∂g(wk,t). Thus, we have

0 ∈ ∂δ1k,t
g(w̃k,t) − ξk + A⊤zk,t + γk(wk,t − xk). (A.1)

On the other hand, we see from the properties of projection onto the convex set {x ∈ Rn : ∥x∥ ≤ κ}
that, for any u satisfying ∥u∥ ≤ κ,〈

u− Πκ

(
Axk − b + γ−1

k zk,t
)
,
(
Axk − b + γ−1

k zk,t
)
− Πκ

(
Axk − b + γ−1

k zk,t
)〉

≤ 0.
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Let dk,t
2 := γk

[(
Axk − b + γ−1

k zk,t
)
− Πκ

(
Axk − b + γ−1

k zk,t
)]

and recall the definition of ek,t

that Πκ

(
Axk − b + γ−1

k zk,t
)

= Awk,t − b + ek,t. Then, we can see from the above relation that

0 ≥
〈
u−

(
Awk,t − b + ek,t

)
, dk,t

2

〉
= ⟨u− (Aw̃k,t − b), dk,t

2 ⟩ − ⟨ek,t −A(w̃k,t −wk,t), dk,t
2 ⟩,

and hence

⟨u− (Aw̃k,t − b), dk,t
2 ⟩ ≤ ⟨ek,t −A(w̃k,t −wk,t), dk,t

2 ⟩ ≤
∣∣⟨ek,t −A(w̃k,t −wk,t), dk,t

2 ⟩
∣∣.

This, together with ∥Aw̃k,t − b∥ ≤ κ, implies that dk,t
2 ∈ ∂δ2k,t

ικ(Aw̃k,t − b) with δ2k,t := |⟨ek,t −

A(w̃k,t −wk,t), dk,t
2 ⟩|. Thus, we have

−γke
k,t ∈ ∂δ2k,t

ικ(Aw̃k,t − b) − zk,t + γkA(wk,t − xk). (A.2)

Now, combining (A.1) and (A.2), we can obtain that

−γkA
⊤ek,t ∈ ∂δ1k,t

g(w̃k,t) + A⊤∂δ2k,t
ικ(Aw̃k,t − b) − ξk + γk

(
wk,t − xk

)
+ γkA

⊤A
(
wk,t − xk

)
,

which further implies that

∆k,t := −γkA
⊤ek,t + γk(w̃k,t −wk,t) + γkA

⊤A(w̃k,t −wk,t)

∈ ∂δ1k,t
g(w̃k,t) + A⊤∂δ2k,t

ικ(Aw̃k,t − b) − ξk + γk
(
w̃k,t − xk

)
+ γkA

⊤A
(
w̃k,t − xk

)
⊂ ∂δk,t [g(·) + ικ(A · −b)] (w̃k,t) − ξk + γk

(
w̃k,t − xk

)
+ γkA

⊤A
(
w̃k,t − xk

)
,

where δk,t := δ1k,t + δ2k,t and the last inclusion can be verified by the definition of the ε-

subdifferential of g(·) + ικ(A · −b) at w̃k,t. Then, one can see from the above relation that

the point w̃k,t associated with the error pair (∆k,t, δk,t) satisfies condition (3.2). Using this

relation, we can readily obtain the desired results. 2
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